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When you buy an FR Series M•1400, you get a 
ballsy, ultra-reliable, high-current power amp. 

Plus a few hundred bucks worth of important extras. 

• FR means Fast Recovery. Fast 
Recovery means that the M•1400 
can be driven right out past the 
edge of clipping... into nastily 
low impedances... and still sound 
good. Minimal negative feedback 
and special circuitry we shame-
lessly borrowed from digital 
switching technology are used to 
accelerate transient recovery 
when the M•1400 is running "at 

red line." It makes a 
difference that 

you can 
hear. 

• Fixed 
line cord 
won't vibrate out 
when the amp is placed 
close to a PA ca5inet. 

• NeutrilCSpeakon' 
connectors plu multi-way — 
binding posts. 

• T-Design cooling for 
enhanced reliablity. Unlike amps 
that just waft ail through their 
entire chassis, the M•1400 
delivers massive air flow only 
where it's needed — on the 
output devices — keeping dust. 
smoke, and other contamination 
out of the amp's main electronics. 
Via a huge front manifold MI. the 
M•1400's demand-sensitive fan fl 
concentrates cod air into two 
highly efficient heat sink tunnels 
la and out the SIDES of the amp. 
The short air path maintains 
constant gradient cooling. 

• Inn e: expen-
sive, state-of-the art TO-3PBL-
case power transistors with 
perforated emitters for maxi-
mum gain linearity. (Some amps 
use cheap, 20-year-old-technol-
ogy metal TO-2 transistors... 
possibly due to lacis of robust 
cooling resources.) 

*10Hr to 20 kill 

M•1400 

at 1% THD 

at rated power* 

THD at rated power` 0.85% 0.015% 

1S2 bridge 8£2 bridge 2S2 load 4!..! load 811load 

1400 W 960 W 700.700 W 480.480 W W 

1160 W 850 W 630.630 W 415.415 W 150.SO W 

• Detented gain controls   
calibrated in volts AND dBu. 

• Full five-LED stereo level 
display PLUS signal vesent 
indicator 
instead of 
just two 
chintzy 
LEDs. 

• 
Male 
AND female 
XLR inputs let you 
use either ender of plug 
on the cable from the mixer 
— and they allow one input to 
power multiple amps so you 
don't have to wire up special 
"splitter" cables. 

• Built-in low-cut filters for 
tighter bass and more system 
output. PA cabinets can only 
reproduce bass down to what's 
called their tuned frequency. 
Below that, you just get distor-
tion and potential woofer dam-
age. The solution is to chop off 
everything below the tuned 
frequency with a !ow-cut filter 
(equalizers — even h-octave 
equalizers —can't do Me job). 
We're not the only amp 
maker to advocate low-cut 
filters. But we ARE the only 
ones who don't charge 
extra or force you into a 

couple of pre-set cut-off fre-
quencies. Our low cut filter's 
variable from 5Hz to 170Hz to 
fit your system's size. 

0.05% 0.025% 0.011% 

• Top LEDs light when 
protection circuits are engaged. 

• Short Circuit LEDs (a 
Mackie exclusive) warn you 
of wiring or voice coil short 
circuits BEFORE you crank 
up your system.  

• Temperature status 
LEDs (previously only   

found on far more 
expensive amp 

models). 

• Built-
in subwoofer 
filter. Power your 
subwoofer with an 
M.1400 and you've saved the 
5250 to 5400 cost of an outboard 
electronic crossover (or the 
expense and hassle of "optional" 
plug-in cards). You get an 18dB 
per octave, linear-phase, uni-
form-time-delay design that's 
switchable between 63Hz and 
125Hz. Since clipping elimination 
is undesirable when driving a 
subwoofer. that M•1400 feature 
is automatically disengaged 
when you switch to subwoofer 
mode (a critical detail not found 
on many comparably-priced 
amps with inconvenient plug-in 
subwoofer cards). 

Right out of the box, the 

M•1400 is ready to improve 

your sound reinforcement 

system with tighter bass and 

better constant directivity 

horn performance. Because 

we've built in THREE critical 

electronic system enhance-

ments that others leave out 

or charge extra for. And, 

signal processing aside, the 

M•1400 is also the gutsiest, 

no-compromise power amp 

in its price range. Call 

today for full 

information. 

• 
Both 

TRS & XLR 
inputs. 

• Constant 
directivity HF 

2 '2. horn compensa-
tion. "CD' horrb dramatically 
improve high-end dispersion. But if e 
to make them work right, you 
have to add special equalization. 
Until now, that's meant hard-to- Er 

;7-
find, harder-to-adjust speaker e 

o modules (or using a graphic 
equalizer...which simply doesn't _ 
work). The M•1400's separate left e E 
& right CD horn adjustments are 
continuously adjustable from 
2kHz to 6kHz. 

All products made in Woodinville USA by certified Macko 

U.S toll-free 800/898-3211 • Outside the U.S. 206/487-4333 
www.mackie.com • E-mail: sales@mackie.com • NASDAQ. MKIE 
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Successful 

Recording 

Artist, There 

Are Producers, 

Composers, 

Engineers, 

Songwriters, 

Teachers, 

Personal 

Managers, 

Promoters, 

Booking 

Agents, 

and Record 

Company 

Executives. 

While many of 

our graduates 

become popular 

performers, 

many more of 

them go on to 

careers in every 

area of the 

music- making 

business, all 

over the world. 

From production 

and publishing 

to promoting 

and performing, 

Berklee has 

state-of-the-art 

facilities and 

offers over 650 

courses in 12 

majors... 
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dears 
keith richards 
It's generally accepted that Keith Richards is a gift-

ed songwriter and musician. What is not acknowl-

edged, though, is that he is one of music's most 

knowledgeable and articulate musicologists and 

critics. He was in fine form for Musician's Nov. '97 

interview. 

Though what Richards said may not be unique, 

no one has ever said it with such clarity and 

impact: "A couple of notes from an acoustic piano 

or a real guitar will open up a track, just like a 

flower." His opinions on the business of music and 

the interpersonal relations within a band were 

equally insightful. And his Jimmy Reed comment 

was outrageously right on, yet so typically Keith, 

expressed with love and respect. 

This guy could have been a great teacher. I 

learn something from him every time, and your 

interview was a great example. 

nancy maas 

beverly hills, CA 

Keith Richards' comments concerning his disgust 

with the infantile state of rap music are quite apro-

pos. But I would have preferred that he had given 

a better example. If any rap musician were able to 

come up with a tune as timeless as "Mary Had a 

Little Lamb" the genre might be mildly listenable. 

fred tattle 

astoria, NY 

billy joel 
You've got to respect someone who speaks his 

mind and chooses to do what he feels rather than 

what is expected of him. But add Billy Joel 

(Frontman, Nov. '97) to the list of bitter musicians 

who blame anyone and everyone for their own loss 

of sales and airplay even though they haven't put 

out new quality material in years. 

True, there hasn't been good radio since the 

late Seventies, and MTV has ruined this industry 

completely. But if there was a four-minute spot 

somewhere—VH1, your local Top Forty station, or 

even college radio—where something good could 

be programmed, I'm sure the last thing they'd play 

is some pseudo-classical bullshit by Billy Joel. 

sal nunziato 

new york, NY 

For almost twenty years I worked at various AM and 

FM radio stations, and I agree with Billy Joel that 

the owners, accountants, and, most of all, the 

hired-gun, half-brain consultants are the problem. 

Billy's quote " I'm sick of these fuckin' rabbis and 

priests. Fuck 'em!" should be pasted over every 

billboard of every tunnel-vision, narrow-casting, 

common-denominator, boring radio station in the 

country. 

past «Mari 

PaullitOCtiaol.com 

As hard as it is to swallow Billy Joel's gripe with 

radio formats (where I come from, no one gets 

more airplay than Billy Joel), he's absolutely right. 

Outside of the non-commercial stations, formats 

are deadlocked. Working as I do with an indepen-

dent label, it's increasingly frustrating to know that 

an artist I may be working for and really believe in 

(like Amy Rigby) doesn't stand a chance competing 

for air time with the likes of Fleetwood Mac or the 

Rolling Stones—or Billy Joel, for that matter. Thank 

God for college radio and commercial specialty 

shows. If it weren't for people like Vin Scelsa, 

Bruce Warren, and Chris Douridas, there would be 

no sign of creative programming on the dial. 

scott kuchler 

coordinator, radio promotions 

koch records group 

When Billy Joel—one of pop's undersung and over-

paid heroes—lays into Pierre Boulez, he goes too 

far. Serialism was one of the twentieth century's 

great achievements, a blow against musical ortho-

doxy with profound and lasting meaning, whether or 

not it was accepted in mainstream circles. Pick on 

somebody your own size, you big softy. 

Josef Woodard 

Joeinfotiaol.com 

Billy Joel's mastery of the -r word is very impres-
sive. Perhaps if he put some of that emotion into a 

song he would have a hit. It's not rock radio's fault 

that Billy wrote "We Didn't Start the Fire." 

keith berlin 

program director, KBOY-FM 

medford, OR 

As a songwriter, I find it hard to fathom why Billy 

Joel, who will probably be remembered as one of 

the most important songwriters of his generation, 

would demean the body of work that made him. 

Does he think there is no art to popular music? If 

the guy wants to write music with no words he 

should just do it and stop talking so much. 

raymy krumrei 

no address given 

a rat, uh 
Apologies to Larry Ciancia, whose name we MIS-

spelled in our Jan. '98 Sideman story, and to Trey 

Gunn for misprinting his email address in our Dec. 

'97 Letters column. You can reach him at 

Trey@aol.com. Also, contrary to an assertion in the 

same issue's analog synth roundtable, Matt Sharp 

is still very much a member of the Rentals. Finally, 

we printed the wrong phone number for Sonic 

Foundry in that now notorious Dec. '97 Musician; 

the correct numbers are (608) 256-3133 and 

(800) 577-6642. 

Send letters to: Musician, 1515 Broadway, New 

York, NY 10036. Email:editors@musicianmag.com 

go 

er pilgrimage to Austin, Texas, for the 

South By Southwest festivities. For 

ree nights I prowled up and down Sixth Street 

and beyond, checking out the bands: Treble. 

Charger and Thin Lizard Dawn at Babe's. 

Slobberbone at the Driskill Hotel, Bra 

Combo at La Zona Rosa, Dale Watson., 

at the Speakeasy, Rosie Flores and the 

Derailers at Antone's, Elysian Fields at 

Bob Popular. the Jazz Passengers 

Liberty Lunch, Mark 

Eitzel and Mary Lou 

Lord doing sets on the 

convention floor.... For a mu 

junkie, this was about as close 

you could get. 

Yet something was missing. Unlike the early 

days of the festival, you have to look far and 

wide through today's multi-band spectaculars to 

d a really great unsigned artist--or any 

Igned artist, for that matter. The fes 

have changed: The focus is on showcasing 

bands at label events. That's certainly cool, but 

the sense of adventure, of stumbling across 

some unknown group before 

the A&R herd takes notice. 

.Ns far more rare. 

So are showcases 

still worth the effort for 

new bands? We asked 

frequent contributor 

Sam Cannon to look into 

this question. His conclusion 

is that the big festivals can still 

launch careers--but only for bands 

have the inside skinny on how to get them-

selves noticed. To learn what it takes to get 

noticed, check out Sam's repor in this month's 

Headlines feature. . . . And maybe I'll catch your 

set in Austin next year. 

—Robert L. Doerschuk, editor 

8 FEBRUARY 1998 MUSICIAN 



it's been called 

a Iechno sdrrth 
a retro analog 'nth 

±-b a sound modeling dsp sjnth. • • orget label 
"The architecture of this baby is extremely impressive. I was es;ecially thrilled that 

you could have models interacting with other models in the synth; I haven't seen this 

before. This is going to be a killer sound-design tool, and I think was easily the most 

innovative and exciting product at the show." 

-EM 

"My first impression, regardless of the nature of, the sounds sÉected, was one of 

class...the Z1 sounded good. 

In the context of its competitors, it is wel-spacified, and a great value. More 

importantly, the Z1 passes the essential test—it makes me wart to play." 

-SOUND ON SOUND 

we]. 

• 

It carries the quirky responsiveness of a 30-year-old analog board. 

It also boasts more advanced digital sound-modeling technology V say 

"next big thing" keyboard.. . ever. It is at once vintage and futuristic. 

It responds. 

It expresses. 

ft throbs, quacks, thunks and chirps. 

tt feels natural. What's more, it feels right— .7 

Its synth repertoire is shamelessly vast, 

while its modeled sounds are frighteningly realistic and organic. 

Blanks to its abundant realtime control, you can tweak, 

blend, distort and create on the fly. 

And the polyphonic arpeggiator... don't even get us started. 

ive el 

MULTI OSCILLATOR SYN MHZ« 

You should play it. KO 
1997 Korg USA. 316 South Service Road, Melville, NY 11747. Z1 is a trademark of Korg. For the Korg dealer nearest you: (800) 335-0800 • www.korg.com • Tech support: (516) 333-8737 
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YOUR CLEAN CHANNEL • YOUR OVERDRIVE CHANNEL 

DC9V 

whirlwind 

SELECTO1 

PATIO Al 

BOTH A/B 

T
he Selector switches your guitar from 
one channel to the other (or both) or 

one amp to another (or both). OR it 

switches between two guitars on one amp. 

Any way you do it, the Selector is silent — 

no pops, no crackles, no glitches when you 

switch. The circuit is so good we got a 

patent on it. That's why you find Selectors 
(and 1X4 rack-mount Selectors) in the rigs 

of some of the loudest professional guitar 

players on tour today. Rugged, reliable, and 

silent — all at a reasonable price. 

Call toll free 888.733.4396 for the name of a 

dealer that sells the full Whirlwind range. 

whirlwin 
TM 



uring the sessions for So Much For The 

Afterglow (Capitol):, you spent a couple' 

of weeks playing these songs as a 

solo performer. How did that 

experience shape what's on the record? 

It was an acid test. It was a chal-

lenge for me . . . I wanted to see how 

these songs—and the older songs— 

would appeal to people in a 

stripped-down way. And the 

response was extremely strong. 

I had hoped for a dot, and the 

response] surpassed it 

How was it without the 

band? 

It was interesting to get 

out from behind the band, 

so that I wasn't hiding I 

behind big loud guitars. I 

mean, you're naked out 

there, man. I used to busk 

for a living, but that was 

ten years ago, and that's a 

long time. So it brought me 

back. I think it made me a 

better performer. It's made 

me more self-reliant and 

taught me how to focus. 

You've been the song-

writer and producer for both 

Everclear records. To what 

degree have [drummer] Greg 

[Eklund] and [bassist] Craig 

[Montoya] contributed in terms 

of songwriting and arrange-

ments? 

They don't write songs. At least 

they haven't for Everclear. They 

haven't submitted any songs, but they 

know they can. They're reminded. For this 

record they got more involved in singing, 

more involved in doing parts and the tonal 

aspects of getting different sounds down. d 

pushed them to be more involved in what tl-ey're 

putting into the microphone. From an arrangement 

spective, the songs are pretty much done when I bring them to 

the band, so they'll come up, with their parts. I'll tweak something, 

if you' 

or be exposed to 

they'll make me rethink something. It's fairly ollabo-

rative at that point. Then we go from there which 

lis the way most bands do it. 

To a certain degree, but that's more 

dictatorial approach than some artists 

take . . . 

I do have the last word, they 

trust me. They've learned fr m me, 

because I've been doing a lot 

longer. Everyone knows where 

they sit in the band. 

So, how do you expi in your 

band's success? 

We're workhorse . Look 

at the last three yea of our 

touring, look at th dates 

we did. Lesser bands 

would pale to even consid-

er doing 200 show S a year 

for three years. Thiat's not 

even counting the 

performances 

shows we'll do on 

in-store 

radio 

the day 

of a show. We work our 

asses off, and t6at was 

the one thing I wanted 

coming into this band. 

"You've got to hang with 

me. We've got to do it all. 

Even when we don't want 

to. We've got to Make the 

record on our terms, and then 

we've got to get out there and 

play for people." 

A lot of bands gn, "That 

never worked for us." Fuck you. 

You sat on your ass and waited for 

people to come find yotd. Screw 

that—get out there. Get off your butt 

and get out there and play. Play free 

shows, play at parties, play wherever. 

Take opening slots for bands for no money. 

Sell your car to get money to go on the road. 

We've done that. If you believe in yourself and 

you're good, do what it takes to get out there, because 

re good, people will respond to it. But they just have to 

ft.—Michael Gelfand 
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I Write 
the songs 

s far as aspiring musicians go, 

there can't be a more thankless 

job than that of the songwriter. 

Even the worst bands get an occasional 

chance to play at some half-baked keg 

party or talent show, but songwriters 

struggling to get their songs to performers 

who can make them hits face a far more 

isolated and lopsided battle. 

New York-based songwriter Billy 

Mann has managed to nurture a rather 

successful career shopping his songs, 

having successfully written material for 

Chaka Khan, Celine Dion, and Grover 

Washington, Jr., among others, but he 

says that it's growing increasingly difficult 

for aspiring songwriters trying to break 

into the scene. " Songwriting can be a 

club, and the people in the club don't 

want you to come in," says Mann. 

The window of oppo 

writers gets smaller ever 

because the number of 

rtunity for song-

y year, he says, 

song-dependent 

artists is decreasing as well. " If you look 

at who's big on the charts, not a lot of 

them need outside songs," he says. "A lot 

of the projects for artists who don't write 

their own songs are generally the creation 

of producers who find a singer and either 

write all the songs themselves, with the 

singer, or with one of their own writers." 

So how should you proceed? The first 

step, says Mann, is to become a member 

Self-Labeled With Love 
t's happened to all of us: You work for "the Man," and the Man—interested only in a fat bottom 

line—scraps you 'cause you're costing him money. In the record industry, that's called "getting 

dropped," and with label cutbacks a regular occurrence, bands ire "dropping" like flies.One way to 

avoid the scourge is to sidestep labels and do it yourself. After getting fed up with sour propositions 

from majors, Ani DiFranco and Fugazi's Ian MacKaye 

(two of the most successful examples of the DIY ethic in today's 

pop music) set up their own labels. Others, like Loreena 

McKennitt, established their own labels but still benefit from 

major channel distribution. 

"The main ingredient in doing it yourself is ass-busting. 

says vocalist/guitarist Jimi Haha of Jimmie's Chicken 

Shack. Having released two self-made cassettes with some 

success, JCS convinced their manufacturer to front them the 

money to consolidate those two cassettes on one CD, which 

they sold for $5 at shows and in funky retail places like skate 

shops. " It sounded like shit but we put it out so people could 

hold onto something. And with such a cheap price, we sold 

twice as many." With hustle, Two For One Special (Fowl 

Records) sold 6,000 units, and their next CD, the live set Giving Something 

Back (Fowl Records) sold 10,000. JCS brought those figures to the majors and signed with A&M. 

U.K. pop sensation By Bird, a.k.a. Steven Jones, also has considerable experience releasing his 

own records. Before being fingered by the U.K. press as a songwriting prodigy, Jones issued four albums 

and a hits collection—all in one year—on his own Baby Bird Recordings before signing with a major. " My 

manager went down to London with four-track demos, but every record company threw him out," says 

Jones. "They told us we couldn't put out four-tracks, that we should write proper songs." 

Jones released his first five albums in batches of 1,000, making them collectibles since he's hit the 

pop charts with regularity. "The [one] thing about releasing your own stuff is you don't have proper distri-

bution," he says. " I don't want to flood the market with five CDs in one year, but it's a pity more people 

couldn't hear my music." Because of his successful solo flight, Baby Bird has since signed a contract with 

Atlantic that has some built-in flexibility: Jones can 

maintain his own label and release up to 17,000 total 

copies of whatever he wishes. "We still design the cov-

ers, pick the singles, and do our parallel projects, only 

now it's 24-track." 

Tired of indie label let-downs, Prircess Superstar's 

Concetta Kirschner risked everything and started her 

own imprint, A Big Rich Major Label, to circumvent 

them. " I'm totally in debt," she says, " but it's worth it 

because I feel like things are gonna get done." Her first 

self-released album, aptly titled CEO, only ended up 

costing her $15,000. " I got a loan from a venture cap-

ital group, I worked with a producer on spec who record-

ed it for free, and a photographer friend really cut his 

rates for me." Kirschner, who has since been courted 

by majors, only wants what's best for her. " If I sell 

10,000 records. that's $70,000 for tne distributor, and 

it helps me recoup my expenses. If I sell 10,000 on a 

major, I go into debt and get dropped."—Bob Gana 
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of ASCAP, BMI, or SESAC. "They're invalu-

able," he says. ''You can utilize their 

writer-relations people, and you don't 

have to have a platinum record on the wall 

to use their services. That's their job. 

They can help you brainstorm, and if you 

play them your song and ask how to get it 

to a particular artist, they'll tell you how or 

give you ideas on who else might do well 

with it and how to get to them." 

Being a skilled performer yourself and 

creating a solid-sounding demo are really 

important too, he says, but even if you're 

stoked with songwriting chops and a per-

fectly recorded song, it might not matter 

because getting your song to a top record-

ing artist often boils down to politics—"an 

artist really loving a song, or a record com-

pany, or a manager," says Mann. If you've 

got a song with any particular artist in 

mind, call their label and find out the 

names of their A&R rep, producer, and 

manager. Then go to your songwriting 

society, tell them the contacts you've dis-

covered, play them your song, and ask 

them for help, he says. The hardest thing 

is getting your foot in the door. That 

comes down to the people that are really 

motivated and willing to do the work. As 

we know from the Spice Girls, sometimes 

the people that don't have the talent but 

are willing to do the work can get there. I 

don't know if they have the talent, but I 

respect the fact that they do the work." 

—Michael Gelfand 

ird 

To Gig or Not to Gig 

III
t s a question bands on the way up are never sure how to answer: Should we play every 

show possible or be more selective? You could land a nightly gig at the sleaziest joint in 

town and play to no one but a bunch of beer-soaked bums who look like they could've been 

extras in Blue Velvet (which might actually be appealing, depending upon your band's 

music), or you could choose to save your band's public performances for those critical 

occasions when all of your A&R contacts promise to attend—an occurrence that's as likely as a 

uj 

Radio 9aze 
ondering how to get a song on the radio? 

Well, you can take it through the normal 

channels, through high-priced, high-pow-

ered radio promoters and keep your fingers crossed, or 

you can be somewhat more creative and do what the 

New Hampshire-based trio Sonic Joyride is doing. With 

the help of radio promoter Lee Arnold, they decided to 

take their music to their audience. "Why not let the [ radio] 

listeners Win' them?" asks Arnold rnetorically. 

That's right. Radio stations across the country have been 

glven the opportunity to give away free front yard concerts by 

Sonic Joyride to anyone who wins them. " Pull into somebody's 

driveway and throw a party in the front yard," Arnold exclaims. 
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three-legged horse winning the Kentucky Derby. Never. 

Every band has a rationale that dictates how often they should play out, but no one can ever 

really know for sure whether their effort—or lack thereof—will pay off. Train guitarist Jimmy 

Stafford explains that when his band first started playing together in San Francisco, they would 

play coffee houses five times a week, sometimes up to three shows a night. " Especially at first, 

it's really important just to get your name seen in the papers," he says. And the other benefits 

of playing out so often? "We developed a lot quicker than if we were playing in some town like 

Los Angeles, where you would play one show a month," he says. "That's [ only] twelve shows a 

year; we were doing twelve shows every six weeks. So as a band, we got better a lot quicker." 

Cold, on the other hand, had never played a gig together before they hit the studio. Luckily, 

each of the members had gigged together in other incarnations, and it was that collective expe-

rience that saved their bacon, says frontman Scoot Ward. "The first show we played was a 

month after the recording, but we had all played together in other bands before. So, it wasn't 

like it was brand new," he says.—David Farinalia 

"Of course, there has to be airplay for [the contest] 

to mean anything." 

"If WBCN in Boston gives us airplay," says 

Joyride guitarist Chris Hobler. "and the average guy 

on the street has heard of us around town, the 

contest really makes sense. Of course, if they 

haven't been playing our record, that's anotner 

story." 

"You have to approach radio differently with 

this band," says Arnold, who has recently suc-

ceeded with new bands like Creed, Days of the 

New, and Third Eye Blind. " You have to get them to 

join in on the vibe; it's an indie record, a cool band, 

and they'll come play in your driveway! Why not 

take a shot?" 

This is actually part two of Sonic Joyride's 

ambitious promotional and marketing plan. Part 

one featured the band criss-crossing the country in 

their fully-equipped, custom-welded tour bus retro-

fitted with a performing stage, a 16-track recording 

studio, and a 2000-watt sound system. On it, they 

played anywhere off the beaten path: in stadium 

parking lots, at factories on lunch hours, at bizarre 

tourist spots like the World's Largest Swedish 

Coffeepot and the World's Largest Ball of Twine. 

They even donated a bus-top concert to the high-

est bidder at an auction in helping to raise money 

for a man with a rare blood disease. " Yeah, [the 

gimmick] gets a little tiring," says 1-lobler. " but we 

really enjoy the way people respond to us. It's 

grassroots promotion by definition, and it seems to 

be working."—Bob Gulla 

Schmooze 
or Lose 

R
emember when your parents 

used to prod you along certain 

career paths with words like 

"networking" and "contacts"? Well, if 

you're a musician seeking a record con-

tract, you should have been listening. 

Need proof? Take the case of the Grand 

Prize winner of Musician's 1997 Best 

Unsigned Band Competition. New 

York's Market, whose DJ, Jimmy 

Connolly. can attest to the fact that a 

major label record deal is as much a 

result of being savvy about networking 

as it is about playing good music. 

After burning 75 CDs of their EF on 

a home computer and sending them out 

to record labels, Market received Little 

in the way of serious interest from 

labels. It wasn't until the band's 

friend—a booking agent—played their 

EP for her roommate—a music writer— 

that things picked up. After checking 

out Market's : ive show, the music writer 

gave the band's EP a positive review, 

and soon after that the phone started 

ringing with calls from A&R reps. 

During a tip to L.A., the same friend 

put Market in touch with a colleague at 

her company's L.A. office, who in turn 

put the band in contact with A&R rep 

Ben Gordon at Interscope (an old col-

lege roommate). The next thing they 

knew, the band was in the Interscope 

office playing their EP for the label 

staffers. When they got back to their 

hotel, there was a message from 

Gordon ask;ng if the band could meet 

him for dinner that night. The rest is his-

tory: Market signed with Interscape a 

few months later—Chris Paton 
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Second Line 
IVS by robert I. doerschuk 

Piano Legend 
Allen Toussaint 
Ponders 
the New Orleans 
Groove 

S
itting erect at the piano, Allen 

Toussaint shakes his head. As 

usual, he's dressed impeccably, 

the picture of dignity in a sober three-

piece suit. He has the look of a church 

deacon, warm yet reserved, with a hint 

of humor in his eyes. It's hard to imagine 

this gentleman as the author of R&B 

mainstays like " Mother in Law," " Ride 

Your Pony," " Fortune Teller," and 

"Working in the Coal Mine," or as a sev-

enteen-year-old piano whiz ghosting 

parts for Fats Domino, or as perhaps the 

most revered pianist/A&R scout/record 

executive/producer produced by that 

most musical of towns. 

Yet that's what he is, all that and 

more—and even he can't put his finger 

on why Crescent City players sound the 

way they do. 

"Only way I can explain it is for you to 

take a trip," he says in his velvety whis-

per. "You can put some of it on paper, 

but if you really want to have it in your 

heart and not just your head, you need 

to actually go down and check it out. 

There's something about getting there 

and going, 'Oh, yes. Now I see what this 

MUSICIAN 



Sweet Georgia Brown 
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O "Sweet Georgia Brown" by Ben Bernie. Maceo Pinkard. Kenneth Casey. C 1925 (renewed) Warner Bros. Inc. All rights reserved. Used by permission. 

place looks like; it looks just like it sounds. 

He puts his hands on the keys and plays 

. . . a polka! " I know the mechanics, and I 

know what polka seems to represent," he 

says. " But when you hear one of those guys 

from Poland play. . . ." His voice trails off. 

"Well, it's as serious as that." 

When pressed—gently—Toussaint will 

point to the second-line rhythm of the city's 

marching bands as the heartbeat of the 

style. " Back in the day, many drummers did-

n't bring any cymbals to the studio; only the 

sock cymbal. But there was a lot of activity 

on the snare. Fats Domino used that a lot, on 

things like ' I'm Walkin'.'" He articulates a 

sixteenth-note pattern, starting with a short 

roll: " Brrak-a-took-a-tak-a-took-a-bok-a-took-a-

tak-a-took-a." 

He smiles. "That's like [the Professor 

Longhair classic] 'Tipitina,' with those rolls 

and the snare poppin'. It doesn't get more 

New Orleans than ' Fess. He played that 

junko blues with such a wonderful kind of 

authority. And Fats Domino; he's an interest-

ing man. His music seems so simple. You 

can describe the formula to a six-year-old. 

It's supposed to be nothing but triplets. But 

when he plays it"—and here his voice soft-

ens with wonder—" it's just not the same." 

For a few seconds he's still—then sud-

denly he laughs quietly and begins improvis-

ing on " Sweet Georgia Brown" [see Ex. /]. 

And it's all there: the rolling left-hand figure, 

with its tripping syncopation; the melodic fili-

gree, reminiscent of curlicued wrought-iron 

balconies. This is New Orleans, seductive 

and enigmatic. 

A few minutes later, we switch positions, 

and with Toussaint standing respectfully to one 

side, I try my hand at playing a chorus or two in 

the style. " I love that!" he exclaims when I've 

finished. "Thanks," I reply. "So did it sound like 

New Orleans?" With grave courtesy, he 

answers, " No, not at all. But that's what makes 

new stuff come along. Its like when slaves 

used to imitate Strauss waltzes and other 

things that happened in the big house; playing 

on what they heard, they'd invent something 

new. The person trying hard to play a particular 

thing might wind up with something else—and 

you fall in love with that. That's evolution." 
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Birth o a 

lb> 

Two hitmaking 
composers show 

how they find music 
in the silence of 

collaboration. 

By Robert L. Doerschuk 

o here's where it happens: an apartment on New York's Upper We--;\ 

Side, only a block or two from the house where George Gershwin 

once lived. Phil Galdston, one of the more respected songwriters in 

pop music, does his work in this room. There's no evidence of rock 

star debauchery. Rather, the items on display testify to a life of relative stability: 

family photos, pictures of the Beatles, an assortment of baseballs. The tools of 

Galdston's trade line the far wall: synth, sample, and effects modules, a Roland D-

70, a TASCAM M-3500 mixer, an Alesis ADAT. Compared with some Home Studio 

photos run in Musician, it's a rather organized setup, the kind of place you'd expect 

from a master craftsman, to whom discipline, not chaos, is the key to creativity. 

That, plus talent, is Galdston in a nutshell. He's 

the kind of pro who can write on demand and come 

up with a product that works commercially and artisti-

cally. His catalog includes Vanessa Williams' "Save 

the Best for Last" and "The Sweetest 

Days," and Aaron Neville's " I Owe You 

One," along with material for Celine 

Dion, Cher, and other major acts, gener-

ally in collaboration with lyricists or co-

composers. It's this ability to sit down 

with someone and quickly produce a 

song that draws us to his studio. His col-

laborator on the day of our visit is anoth-

er successful composer: Gordon 

Chambers, whose credits include Anita 

Baker's " I Apologize," Brownstone's " If 

You Love Me," and CeCe Peniston's 

"Movin' On." They've agreed to let us 

watch as they get together to write on 

this sunny afternoon. 

The vibe is relaxed. Both guys have 

their shoes off. Gordon sits in a rocking 

chair a few feet away from Phil, who 

perches on a stool in front of his key-

board. They'll begin working in a few 

minutes, but first we wanted to get to 

know them a little better—and to get a 

little closer to the skill of drawing from 

the fountain of creativity. 

You began writing together two-and-a-half 

years ago. Describe that first time. 

Galdston: It was in late June or July of 96. I started to play as we were talking. My 

hands just fell into place on the keys, and Gordon started singing something. But 

then we both stopped and said, " Let's not let this thing get too far before we put a 

name on it." That's an issue for both of us. 

You need to have a working title. 

Galdston: Yeah. It may be temporary, but at least get it on there. So I said, "What's 

this thing called?" In very short order, going through his book, he said, " I want to write 

a song called ' In a Perfect World.'" And I said, "That's amazing! So do I!" 

Chambers: I'd wanted to explore that title for years. It was such synchronicity. That's 

the essence of collaboration. A lot of it isn't even about music. It's about liking the 

person you work with. When you like each other, it blesses the music. 

I emember reading that Gilbert and Sullivan didn't like each other that much at all. 

Galdston: You hear about that, or that Bacharach and David were just talking on tle..,) 
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phone when they worked because they didn't 

want to be in the same room. But what Gordon 

says is true. It's about sitting in a room and 

talking about everything but the song. If you can 

do that, it's gonna be a better song, because 

you're talking about what you believe. 

When I've tried to write songs, it's more like fill-

ing in the structure: verse, chorus, and so on. 

It's almost like doing a crossword puzzle. Your 

approach seems much more intuitive, much 

more trusting of the process. 

Galdston: The writers I admire are those who 

can combine the poetry with the structural qual-

ity. Articles like this story in The New York Times 

about "where have all the great songwriters 

gone?" praise the mechanics of the song—but 

that's exactly what post-Dylan or post-Smokey 

Robinson songwriters aren't so concerned with. 

We're pursuing something that doesn't point so 

self-consciously to the craft. I don't talk about 

rhyme scheme with Gordon. We don't have to 

talk about it. We just do it. 

Chambers: Good songwriting doesn't feel awk-

ward. An A&R person said something to me 

about a year ago: "A song can say whatever, but 

it has to feel good." The great songs don't just 

have great craft; it's a feeling. 

Tori Amos once told me that she could never 

write on command. She has to wait for the 

"spirits" to begin talking through her. 

Galdston: Well, let's ask Tori about that when 

and if she's not in a position to make records. 

Then she'll have to decide whether music is 

important enough to come out of her in a way 

whereby she can communicate her thoughts 

through other composers. Did you ever read the 

Beatles session book? Just read through the 

years 1965 and '66. Those guys were creating 

the most brilliant pop music ever written, and 

they were working sixteen hours a day. 

Somehow the combination of what Tori's talking 

about and what I'm saying was experienced by 

them, through the most demanding situations. 

Chambers: I used to think that I could only write 

songs when that spirit came to me, in the show-

er or wherever, once a week or so. But now that 

my income depends on my being prolific, forc-

ing myself to work in this way lets me have the 

best of both worlds, where I can get the inspi-

ration at all times and control it. It's like going 

to the gym: The more you go, the better you do 

your exercises. 

Galdston: And when you're exhausted, you find 

wells of strength you didn't even know you had. 

What about success? Do you try to make your 

songs commercial? 

Chambers: Not really. The business begins with 

us. but it certainly doesn't end with us. 

Galdston: As soon as you realize that, then 

you've crossed the second biggest hurdle of 

writing songs. The first one is, do you need to 

have this coming out of you? The second one 

is, once it's come out of you, as my friend John 

Sebastian says, then the fun's over. The rest of 

the road can be interesting, can be challenging, 

can be thrilling, but it's never the same fun as 

the writing itself. 

In our next issue we'll watch Galdston and 

Chambers take a song from inception to demo. 

"...will be hailed as a milestone 
in the world music genre for 
years to come." N11 
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brings together living legends of 
Cuban music...the rhythm section 
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"*** ,-enduring reminders that in 
Cuba, the wisdom of the ages still 
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"Ry Cooder delights in musical 
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with a productive sojourn to 
Cuba." LOS ANGELES TIMES 
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subwoofer specifically designed to be the 1029's perfect 

bottom-end sonic companion. 

And because Genelec has 20 years of act ve monitor design 

and manufacturing, you can be sure what you hear represents 

the audio truth. So, regardless of your Space. large or small - 

or you, professional persuasion - broadcasier or rock n' roll, 

this Genelec active monitor system will let you hear the trees 

- even if you're not in the forest. 

GENELEC® 
ACTIVE MONITORING 

The Whole Truth And Nothing But The Truth. 

In the IJ:S: please contact: Gerelec Inc. 39 Union Avenue, Sudbury, MA. 0776 .-hone 508/440-7520 Fax 508/440-752' 
InterneCanal enquiries: Genelec, Olvitie. 5,FIN-74100 lisalmi, Finland, Phone +358-17-813311, Fax +358-17-812267 Web: http://www.genelec.com 
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Looks Sixteen but Acts Thirty-two 

The world of small-format consoles seems to 

be suffering an identity crisis. After all, most of 

them look alike...and also act alike. 

Where can you turn to get the advantages you need? 

Introducing the Alesis Studio 32' 

The Studio 32 offers 16 hybrid/discrete 

mic preamps that combine extremely 
low-noise performance (-129dB E.LN.) 

with a wide 60dB range, making them 

perfect for driving digital recorders. 

In fact, the Studio 32 offers a wider 

dynamic range than all of the currently-
available «affordable" digital consoles 

(and it's a whole lot less expensive). 

Audio sources in your studio 

multiply quickly. Instruments, miked 
drums, vocals, and stereo signals from 

synth modules keep adding up. 
Fortunately, the Studio 32 has twice 

as many inputs as an average 

16-channel mixer, so simultaneous 

recording or mixdown of multiple 
sources—live or in the studio— 

is no problem. 

Recording Console with Inline Monitoring 

It's the world's most affordable 16-channel console that offers inline monitoring capability Inline 

monitoring means that each channel can send 

signals to a recorder and receive signals 

coming back from tape...at the same time. 

So, unlike your average mixer, the Studio 32 

can hook up with sixteen tracks of ADAr 

(or any other recorder), instead of just eight. 

That's double the tucks you can access. 

Other stuff that makes the Studio 32 stand out 

from the crowd: fully-parametric midrange EQ 

and super high-quality mic preamps that are 

more comparable with the consoles you see on 

magazine covers than on other compact mixers. 

40 inputs available at mixdown...again, twice as 

many as most other small consoles. All at a price 

so low that you can afford to get that second ADAT 

(now that you can use it). 

A 

Above: a 16-track digital 

recording studio that can fit into 

a corner of your living room. 

Centered around the Studio 32 

and a pair of ADATs, this setup 

is a professional-quality, low-cost 

solution for serious recording. 

The Studio 32's EQ section 
provides more than jusl 

high- and low-shelving EQ. 

You'll also find a Ally-

parametric midrange EQ 

with individual gain, 

frequency sweep and 

bandwidth (Q) controls. 

The Alesis Studio 32. The console that acts a lot bigger than it looks. At your Alesis Dealer now. 

Sirunum 
RECORDING CONSOLE IN/INL NE NONITOR 

For more information on the Studio 32, see your Authorized Alesis Dealer or call 800-5-ALESIS. 
® Alesis and ADAT are registered trademarks; Studio 32 is a trademark of Alesis Corporation. 

Alesis Corporation 
1633 26th Street Santa Monica CA 90404 800-5-ALESIS alecorp@alesistusa.com www.alesis.com A LE.sus 
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by michael gelfand 

photographs by 

lisa pearl 

II
f the folks who make Wheaties ever decide to put the smiting mugs of home studio heroes 

on their cereal boxes, the first face we'd likely see would be Mitch Easter's. Throughout 

the Eighties and Nineties, Easter's Drive-In Studios (located in his parents' garage) was the 

hip studio below the Mason-Dixon line—it's where REM. recorded their first two records, 

along with Easter's own band at the time, Let's Active, and a slew of the indie-faithful seeking 

the sound of Athens, Georgia. When the time came to give his parents some peace, Easter 

picked up his sizable collection of gear and moved it—temporarily, he thought—to his own two 

story house, which is located roughly ten miles away on the outskirts of Kemersville, North 

Carolina. And there ifs remained, giving birth to Fidelitorium Recordings. 

The studio is setup all over the house without any defined zone where " home" ends and " stu-

dio" begins. "What used to be the sitting room is now the control room because the thought of 

 I taking the console upstairs is too daunting," says 

tat 1 Easter. "That's where it stays." For the most part. 

 1 tracks are cut upstairs in two rooms and a hallway. 

"These old houses have big hallways, and the ceilings 

UlTIANIATŒ 19.011.JIN. NIAGFIIIIVE 

NONE STUDIO NTED ET T.C. ELECTRONIC 
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are almost twelve feet high, so there's a fair 

amount of volume in the rooms even though 

they're not big," he explains. The sitting room 

across from the control room serves as the 

vocal and guitar overdub room; that's where 

you'll find a Baldwin electric harpsichord O. a 

Magnatone Model 210 guitar amp O. a con-
cert photo of Jimi Hendrix from a show Easter 

went to in eighth grade O. a Fender Pro Junior 
O. and a Fifties Gibson RTV-79 stereo guitar 
amp O. Easter keeps a Hammond CV organ, an 

old Roland Juno 60 synth, a fairly new Korg 

Prophecy, and a Vox Supercontinental organ 

tucked away in a back hallway (not shown). 

"I don't have a real piano, because I just don't 

have the room. It's a shame, though. It would 

be nice to have one, and when I finally build my 

imaginary new studio. I'll get one." 

In part, he doesn't have the room because 

of the " mountain" of amps, guitars and basses 

(not shown): vintage amps include Orange, 

Matamps ("what Orange was called before it 

was Orange"), Ampeg, Fender, Marshall, and a 

Hohner Orgaphon; a short list of guitars and 

basses includes obscure models from Vox, 

Gibson, Heritage, Paul Reed Smith, Fender, and 

Am peg. 

As Easter runs through the list of gear 

stashed throughout the house, you start to 

wonder how he keeps track of it all. As it tums 

out, there are probably a few things he's mis-

placed, but not his beloved Chamberlin (not 

shown). " In some ways, I feel as though the 

entire studio revolves around my Chamberlin. 

People love that thing," he says. " Everybody 

that comes down ends up using it, whether they 

know what it is or not. When they hear it, they 

go, We've got to use this,' and when they hear 

it in the track, it has this amazing way of always 

working. Even if the machine isn't working too 

well, the sound always works. I think that's 

because those are real sounds in there. I 

mean, they're samples, but they're not looped 

in anyway, so the string samples have a texture 

to them that's more detailed then most sam-

plers. When people hear that it sounds much 

closer to having someone come in and play the 

[string] parts, it gets them excited. I don't know, 

but I feel that if I didn't have the Chamberlin, 

the studio could just close down." 

Easter's faith in his Chamberlin is noble, but 

his engineering talents are what have kept 

bands coming into Fidelitorium. He still admits 

to having a certain fondness for the less 

sophisticated recording techniques he used 

back at Drive-In and even earlier during high-

school, but his recording methodology has 

evolved since then. "When I first started out, 

I had this cavalier attitude about it all, like if you 

were supposed to do this, I'd do something 

else. When you're a kid you think that's really 

cool, but at the same time, there's something 

good about that, and it was a necessity, too, 

because the first stuff I was doing was with 

Chris Stamey's TEAC, a couple of AKG 0200 

mics, and an Echoplex. That was it. We never 

had a mixer in the first year of recording, so the 

only way to get sounds was to produce them in 

the first place, and that trained me to think that 

way, which is still a good way to work, instead 

of assuming that you're gonna be able to get 

something out of the console's EQ. 

"The thing is, when you start working on 

multitrack [equipment] for the first time, it's 

a little bit intimidating and a bit different," 

he says. "When I first got my proper tape 

recorder and proper console, I got worse results 

for a while because my old hanging-

by-a-thread techniques weren't really necessary 

anymore. It was actually harder to get 

any life and personality into the sounds, and 

I had to relearn how to do that with better equip-

ment. I'm pretty happy with the sounds I'm get-

ting now, and I owe plenty of that to 

the equipment I'm using now, which is good 

sounding stuff. But it's weird how things will 

evolve over the years; I'm doing things com-

pletely differently than I did ten years ago, and 

I'm much happier about what I'm doing now. 

I've got a much more minimalist approach to 

recording, and I'm getting more interesting 

sounds." 

Easter's new method begins with a 

Seventies 53 Series Neve console O he bought 

from the BBC. " It's got a lot of life in it, so I can 

just come out of the mic preamps and go to 

tape and I get this big sound, which is what I 

was always looking for." Sitting on top of the 

console are a selection of monitors: Genelec 

1.030As O, Alesis Monitor Ones 0, and 

Auratones e (employed throughout the 

Seventies and Eighties to mimic the frequency 

response of a car stereo) are used for balanc-

ing vocal tracks. "They're a nice alternative," 

says Easter. "Get rid of all that pesky high and 

low end for a minute and just listen to what's 

going on." A Genelec 1092 subwoofer e 
resides under the console. In front of the 

Monitor Ones are two four-band passive EQs 

taken from a Sixties CBS custom console. 

Three early-model ADATs e sit snuggly in SKB 
rack cases ED and are used for backup purpos-

es or when bands don't want to use the MCI 

11124 24-track tape machine and MCI two-track 

machine (both not shown); control units for the 

MCI machines sit on the console 0, while the 

Alesis BRC unit Q sits below the window. 

The rack sitting upon cinder blocks contains 

sporadically used gear, including a Grommes 

tube mixer ED, a Lexicon 200 reverb unit 0, an 

Evantide H3000 UttraHarmonizer €), a CBS 

Laboratories ArtMax 4450 stereophonic level-

controller (I) ("good for that radio sound or for 

running a sub mix of instruments to generate 

sonic density"), two Universal Audio 175 com-

pressors ED, and a Sixties Gates Sta-Level radio 

station compressor Q. The "Producer's 
Desk"—two racks built into the Neve console 

(not visible)—holds the day-in, day-out compo-

nents: six Neve 3314s compressors, a Urei 

1178 stereo compressor, a dbx 1162 stereo 

compressor, two of the Empirical Labs 

Distressor compressors, a Dolby 740 EQ, a 

Mutronix Mutator ("this English thing that's like 

the filter section out of a synthesizer"), a bunch 

of Effectron digital delays, Drawmer noise gates, 

a Symetrix 511 noise filter, a Peavey Valveverb 

tube-based spring-reverb unit, an old Biamp 210 

graphic EQ, a Lexicon M93 Phmetime, and a 

Dolby A301 noise-reduction unit. 

Easter's microphones (not shown) include 

AKG 414s, Neumann KM84s. some old Electro 

Voice CS15 condenser mics, a Sixties 

Neumann Gassel UM57 tube condenser mic. 

"My new mic, which I'm extremely excited 

about, is the Lomo 19A19, which is an old 

Russian-made condenser mic that's starting to 

turn up now. It was made in ' 74. I got it from my 

friend Gene Holder who works in Jolly Rodger 

studios [in Hoboken, New Jersey] who gets 

them from these Russian guys." Easter also 

uses a Milab VIP-50 condenser mic, a Coles 

STC 4038 ribbon mic, and various mics from 

Bang & Olufsen. 

Drummers tend to bring in their own kits for 

recording, but just in case, Easter has held onto 

a venerable '64 Slingerland "teenage combo" 

set consisting of a 20" bass drum, a 16" floor 

tom, a 14" snare, and a 12" rack. "The impor-

tant thing," he notes, " is that they're red-

sparkle and they really sound great." Of course 

they do. (el 
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VAN! TO BREATHE SOME FIRE 
NID YOUR MUSIC? 

;ET READY FOR FIREWIHX! 
HE EXPLOSIVE NEW 
ITUDIO EFFECTS PROCESSOR 
HIM IC ELECTRONIC 
THE MOST RADICAL YOU'VE 
VER HEARD 

11111111bge 
--..„ 

PAfiN CRERTIVITY 
xperience the limits of your 
nagination. Shape the sound. Give it 
ersonality. Control it. Celebrate the discovery 
f an all- new kind of effects; processor! 

'MING EFFECTS 
et your sound apart from the rest of the crowd with 
xtreme multi- effects: Vocoder. Ring Moduilator. 
iigital Cruncher. Resonator. Fractal Noise Generator. 

Pitch Shifter, Distortion. Reverse Delays. and 
lore.... all packed up and ready to explode! 

ODIO PYROTECHNICS 
;reate an infinite number of effects for any style of 
lusic or sound design: Endloss routing possibilities 

TURN UP THE 

with more than eight internal 
and nine external modifiers. 

BLAZING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 
24 bit AD- & DA-converters. AES/EBU. SPDIF and 
ADATT'" I/0's are all brought together through TC's 
cutting edge DARCY'-chip technology. 

Lc. electronic 
1,1 1 IK/1/1, 11 1 ,)1111,111, IS-elele . 1 oar., e: 

ELECTRONIC INC.,79D-H HAMPSHIRE ROAD, WESTLAKE VILLAGE. CA 91361. USA • PHONE. ( 805) 373 1828 FAX (; 05) 379 2648 

EMAIL. INFOUS@TCELECTRONIC.COM • HTTP:1/WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM/FIREWORX 

ELECTRONIC AIS. 'SINDALSVEJ 34. UK- 8240 RISSKOV. DENMARK • PHONE + 45 8621 7599 FAX + 4 862%7598 
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Moister of Irstprov StreAAeA Tine Irsiportatice of Narrative 

eirummom' here was a time when the playing of Pat Metheny made me want to put down the guitar forever. That was nearly eight 

years ago, when I saw him play a gig at the Hatcn Shell in Bost9n with Herbie Hancock, Dave Holland, and Jack 

DeJohnette. Maybe it was th c camaraderie between he players, maybe the tunes, maybe the locale an outdoor stage by 

the Charles River on a beautiful summer day—maybe just chance, but the brilliance of the ideas Metherzy brought forth 

at that concert, the ingenuity in every new permutation of a phrase, and the speed and effortlessness with which the notes flowed 

from his fingers were simply awe-inspiring. I had been playing for almost a decade then, but that day I seriously considered forget-

ting all about it. Why bother? I thought. This gui.'s on another ievel, a level that I—and most other people—will never read,. 

fly Mac Rartdall • PhotoA biy Jay Strauss 

Call 1-800-4-GIBSON for a free brochure "How to Buy an Electric Guitar." Visit us @ http://www.gibson.com 641 Massman Drive • Nashville, TN 37210 



M initial reaction to the show didn't last Baile 

PUTS MAkiNG 
A GREAT SOUNDING GUITAR. Amp 

wirrliour USING TUBES 
INTO TI-IE lEALNI OF possiBiLITYr 

DOESN 'T IT ?  

Line 6. TubeTone, AxSys Flextone. Floor Board, and the Line 6 and TubeTone logos are trademarks of Fast Forward Designs. Inc. All prices are U.S. suggested retail. Astronaut Photo: NASA 
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What was once thought impossible, new guitarists an escape from a world of 
technologies have made reality. compromises. Beyond the limits of tube, 

solid state or hybrid designs. 
Space Travel, Cellphones, Sheep Cloning, 
Personal Computers, Seedless Watermelons. TliE CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED Asys 212 

contains TubeTone Amp Models based on 
As musicians, the way we create, record twelve world-renowned classic amplifiers. 
and listen to music has been changed Along with a half dozen speaker cabinet 
forever by the Technology Revolution, simulators, the AxSys 212 also includes 
The power of digital techno1ogy and \\,.}-, models of the most sought after effect 
software-driven products are \O • - -i:..• stomp boxes and the full 
part of our everyday lives. PIM , compliment of digital effects. -,, IMMOI „elm... 

Drum machines, samplers, ,,-11 - f 'Ow An out value at 
CD's, ADAT's, digital effects *...e: Sio99 retail. Add the Floor 
processing and computer 1.eii:,,., .. Board foot controller ($299 
workstations brought the e ,:.‘.,,. 

i, 
_. retail) and you've got all the 

revolution to our project studios and col ,--\-' necessary ingredients for a complete 
rehearsal rooms. i--" guitar amplifier rig in a programmable loo 

W stereo 2X12 combo. 
And with the TUBETONE' MODELING pROCESS, 
Line 6 brings the revolution to the world of 
guitar amplification. 

TubeTone uses a t00% digital software 
technology to physically model the sonic 
properties of tubes and emulate the tone 
generating circuitry of classic amplifiers. 

BECAUSE IT'S 1998 AND SOFTWARE CAN. 

Now, the dream of an affordable amplifier 
system that provides true tonal flexibility 
without sacrificing the revered musical tone, 
natural response and organic " feel" of tubes is 
a reality. The power of TubeTone's 
revolutionary software technology offers 

IOU NEED TO kNOWN0e., 
Call our Info Request Line 
Toll Free I-888-400-953o 

TI-1E NEW FLEVONE SERIES features TubeTone 
Amp Models and digital effects arranged on 
separate rotary knob selectors for ease of use. 
Just dial up an Amp Model, add some effects 
and store the combination in one of the 
Flextone's four programmable channels. 
Starting at $799 retail, the three Flextone 
combo models are Floor Board compatible for 
expanded features and programmability. 

Take A swill STEP and plug in at your Line 6 dealer. 

You'll experience TliE GIANT LEAp in responsive 
tone, true flexibility and unsurpassed value the 
new TubeTone Technology brings to the 
AxSys 212 6 new FlexTone series guitar systems. 

Li 
1,  

11260 Playa Court 
Culver City, CA 90230 



I don't hear the bebop language as being a 
possibility, I tend to lose interest. That 
pretty much eliminates most of the avant-
garde, virtually all so-called jazz/rock, and 
weirdly, many so-called bebop players. 
But using bebop licks in a jazz/rock or 
avant-garde context can sound wrong if 
you don't choose your spots correctly. 
I totally agree. There's nothing more 
dumb-sounding. But that's not really what 
I mean. In fact, I'm using the term "bebop" 
in a way that I probably shouldn't. It's 
more an understanding of a narrative way 
of playing that is rooted in the incredible 
developments that have happened within 
the linear improvisational world over the 
last fifty years. It's like language fluency. In 
order for you and I to have this conversa-
tion, we're doing all this complex stuff in 
our subconscious, putting together verbs 
and nouns and adjectives, but we're not 
thinking about it too much. We're both 
talking about a subject that we know some-
thing about, and we may occasionally 
throw in terms that somebody from that 

office building across the street isn't going 
to understand. [As a player] I like being 
around musicians with whom I can use all 
kinds of slang and innuendo and asides 
while telling a narrative story, and having 
all those references be appreciated and 
responded to. That setting has nothing to 
do with idiom. That has to do with a shared 
language skill, or a shared understanding 
that's based on a million cultural details. 
The process of getting to that level of flu-
ency is very difficult, much more difficult 
than even most musicians realize, and it's 
certainly a life-long task. To get to that level 
of fluency without understanding the lan-
guage as defmed through the works of 
Charlie Parker and John Coltrane is almost 
impossible. 
Your regular group seems to achieve that 
aim on just about every record. The scope of 
Imaginary Day is practically cinematic, a 
soundtrack to an imaginary film, if you 
will, covering four continents. 
People often talk about that cinematic 
quality. We don't really sit down and think 

about it that way. This record is connected 
to a couple other records, though—As Falls 
Wichita would be one, Secret Story would 
be another—where we wanted—I'll use 
that word again—the narrative shape of the 
record to have the feeling of progression. 
We wanted to try to get the feeling of the 
whole record to have the sense of moving 
through time. 
One of the standout tracks on the new 
album, "The Roots of Coincidence," fea-
tures some pretty twisted harmonic move-
ment, starting out centering on Cm, then 
going down a half-step to Bm, then up to 
Ebm, then venturing through F, Dbmaj7, 
Bb, Gbmaj7, and so on. How did that 
sequence come about? 
All the stuff you mentioned came very 
quickly, about five minutes. I just heard it. 
And I was a little afraid to play it for Lyle 
[laughs], but he immediately said, "That's 
exactly what this record is." We have en-
tered a different kind of harmonic vocabu-
lary now through bands like Nirvana. The 
guitar players are still basically playing in 

Today, there are so many labels 
that styles seem to run 

together. But once in a while, 
someone comes along 

and blows everybody's mind 
(you know who they are), 
and a new style is born 

Well, you can bet that player, 
singer, or producer knew there 

was only one way to go - and 
that's to play straight from the 
heart He or she knew that the 

music was already inside 

How do you get to the music 

inside you? 

If you have the desire, the 
commitment and the 

determination, MI's energy-
charged programs will do it! 

Call now or visit our website for a 
1998-1999 catalog and a pass for a 
free day of classes at Musicians 

Institute' 
...Get ready for an 
amazing journey! 

WELCOME TO MUSICIANS INSTITUTE 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A 

1 fir 
\II •,•-; 1( .1..\'‘'s /Tit TE 

• • 

-800-255-PLAY 
www.mi.edu 

7f" 

e 
e 

Ei 

1655 McCadden Place, Box MU98, Hollywood, California 90028 Tel: (213) 462-1384 Fax: (213) 462-6978 
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Metheny Group's 
latest Geffen release 
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kinda hard to even figure what's going on 
sometimes. But putting that aside, the lyri-
cal beauty of his playing, and also his con-
sistency, being able to play tunes night after 
night and play different every night—of all 
the guys I've played with, I don't think 
anybody's been more creative as a melodic 
improviser. 
You mentioned the importance of phrasing. 
That seems to be the key to your playing. 
That's the area where most horn players 
have a hard time with guitar players. Their 
phrasing just doesn't feel that good to 
them. So many guitar players, if they were 
tru • pet players, they'd be tonguing every 
note; it would be ta-ta-ta-ta-ta. You can't 
sell a line with that kind of phrasing. With 
somebody like Paul Chambers or Clifford 
[Brown] or Joe Henderson, there's so 
many details in the way that they phrase, 
and so many guitar players don't even 
think about that. They're just going along, 
and what happens down here [holds up left 
and right hands] is like, "Well, that's just 
what I gotta do to get it out." 

"N EVERLAN5 " 
THE BRAND NEW 

STUDIO ALBUM FROM 

THE ORIGINAL LINE-UP! 

"*** 1/2... 
ABSOLUTELY ROCKS. 

-Guitar World 

PRODUCED BY RON NE VISON 

ON 1 -  CDS AND CASSETTES 

EI—.4 SONY MUSIC. 

SONY. Legacy and B. Reg US Pat 8, Ton Off Mama Registradai 
1997 Sony Musgo Enterlannment Inc 

Order Toll Free 24 Hours 

A Day, 7 Days A Week 

1-800-221-8180. 

Your sense of phrasing is in some ways 
remarkably similar to Ornette's. Both of 
you get the most out of a simple melodic 
idea: repeating it with different accents, 
introducing a related counteiphrase, twist-
ing it, turning it around harmonically or 
rhythmically, working it for all it's got. 
You just hit it on the head. That is develop-
ment in a linear or—that word again—nar-
rative way of playing. When I think of the 
best improvisers I've been around, Omette 
would be right at the top, but also Gary 
Burton, Sonny Rollins, Herbie, Paul Bley, 
Charlie [Haden]. All of those guys have 
one thing in common, which is, every idea 
that they have, they let it be itself, to its nat-
ural conclusion. So many improvisers that 
I hear, especially younger guys, it's almost 
like soundbites: They play this, then it's 
over, then they play that, then that. The 
best solos that I've played, it's really one 
idea. You take that one idea and you find a 
way of going with it to the end. I always 
encourage musicians to think more about 
that, because that's something that non-
musicians can respond to, a style that 
expands on single ideas so that anyone, 
musician or not, can follow the line. 
And you also tailor your approach to fit the 
context. The duo record you did with 
Haden, for example, is quiet, with lots of 
space, and so your solos are more economi-
cal. On "Our Spanish Love Song,» you 
keep playing the same note, whereas in a 
more complex setting you might have 
repeated a fuller phrase instead. 
Sometimes reduction is an entry point into 
development. People tend to think devel-
opment means expansion. But not always. 
Sonny Rollins is a great example of that; 
he'll just keep reducing things down to an 
essential point. It's also useful to find com-
mon notes, common tones that can connect 
things throughout a piece. On the tag of 
"Our Spanish Love Song," there's a point 
where it keeps coming back to the same 
note. I can't say that I intended to echo that 
[in the solo], but it can be effective. 
You were a guitar instruaor at Berklee 
before you'd even turned twenty. How did 
that come about, and what was it like? 
Well, I also taught at the University of 
Miami for a year before that. That was the 
only time in my life that I've done serious 
teaching. Basically, I had just finished fak-
ing my way through high school, and the 

dean of the University of Miami had heard 
me playing in a club in Kansas City on a 
business trip and offered me a full scholar-
ship. So I went down there. And included 
in this full scholarship, I had to go to histo-
ry class and everything, and within one 
week... [shakes head]. I was basically une-
ducated; I hadn't taken a book home since 
I was about twelve, because I was practic-
ing twenty hours a day! I knew that there 
was no chance of me bluffing my way 
through this, so within one semester, I 
dropped out. When I announced that I was 
dropping out, they offered me this job to 
teach there, because I'd had a lot of experi-
ence; by that time, I'd played for four years 
around Kansas City, and I was already 
playing around Miami a lot with Jaco. 
During that year, I went back to the 
Midwest to play at the Wichita Jazz 
Festival. Gary Burton was there, and it was 
arranged that we'd play together. Gary 
took note of me, I guess, and offered me a 
job teaching at Berldee, 'cause he knew I 
was already teaching at Miami. And within 
a month or two of moving to Boston, he 
checked me out and expanded his group to 
include me. 

The teaching part of it was a little weird, 
because my job was to teach the top thirty 
of the eight hundred guitar students, many 
of whom were as much as five years older 
than me. But once I started doing gigs, it 
wasn't that weird, because those people 
then got to hear the way I played. Of the 
guys that were around at that time, some 
have gone on to do well; Mike Stem was 
kind of my star student. But I never felt like 
I was that great a teacher. Whatever I was 
working on, that's what we worked on. 
You know, "Okay, let's do common 
tones." But it worked most of the time. 
Would you be more confident in your abili-
ties now if you were teaching again? 
Oh, I'd be much more confident about 
doing it now. At that time, I was very dog-
matic, as 19- and 20-year-olds tend to be. I 
had very, very strong opinions about a 
bunch of stuff that I've since modified 
drastically. But on the other hand, it prob-
ably didn't hurt anybody too much to hear 
me rant about how you had to be able to 
play "Falling Grace" using only chord 
tones. Now I could hear somebody play 
"Falling Grace" and do some really hip free 
stuff over it and I'd probably say, "Yeah, 
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'To say the Sedona• delivers superb 

acoustic tone is an understatement. 

This is undoubtedly the most natural 

sounding 'acoustic' combo we've heard." 

Art Thameon, Guitar Player Magazine, Dec 97 

ingerpicking wizard Docjie D I ikes and Rivera' 

Introducin the world's first all-tube acoustic and electric guitar amplifier, the new Doyle Dykes 
Signature Sedona built to embellish tones. not just reproduce them. Unlikc most acoustic 
guitar amplifiers on *e market, this is not a cheap PA system. 

Imagine being able to play your Telecaster ca your Taylor through the same amp. Imagine being 

able to whip out a fat, wailing blues solo, lien, at the tap of a toe, switch to a warm crystal 
clear, natural acoustic tone. No need to drag several different amps to your gig anymore. No 

matter what style you play— rock to jazz, fingerstyle acoustic to classical— Sedona does it all. 
For banjos to bazoukis, electric violins to mandolins and even harps, you will treasure the tone 

you II hear playing through Sedona 

Basic features include channel switching with two fully independell channels, each with its 
own distinct voicing and footswitchable boost. A special six-sprin ,Hamtnond . 

reverb adds that deep, lush, and velvet smaoth ve41). 
lo Channel 2, allows uning out of unwanted drone, Ric4iiiidirkf ÉT3.44 
harmonically balanced sonic energy. A high-power, two-way speaker system cusisting of a 1Bt. 
12- driver and a custom Electrovoice dome tweeter deliver the tone with detail and clarity, and 
can be switched with the channels. No piens or horns here, please! 

Exclusive professional features like a built-io Tube Direct Box provide an exceplional studio and 

stage interface. An Effects Loop with Send and Return Level controls allow pelted patching to 

line or instrument level signal processing Separate full Range and Switched Tweeter Outputs 
allow curnection to ont matching Sedona -hiele aligned speaker enclosure. Equipped with the 
same speaker compliment as the amp, it ran add stage presence for larger venues. 

Hand-built by artisans with the ime tes!ed quality that your fine instruments deserve, 

Sedona will tel you experience what you've been missing—g-eat tone. 
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For a cony of our new color catalog please send S3.00 to. 

Rivera Amplification 
13310 Ralston Avenue Sylmar CA 91342 

tel. 818 833-7066 fan 818/833-9656 
web site: iittp: www.rivera.com e-mail: rivere. rivera.com 

Telecaster is a registered trademark of Fender Musical In,truments, Taylor is a registered tradematk of Taylor Guitar Company 
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BYOC—bring your own record contract? 
As usual, the answers lie somewhere in that 
gray area between yes and no. 

uars SUT TIM 

F
rom modest beginnings, the College 
Music Journal's MusicMarathon and 
MusicFest (CMJ) in New York City, 

and South-By-Southwest's Music Festival 
in Austin (SXSW) have grown into huge 
gatherings, each of which draws close to 
nine thousand participants and showcases 
more then eight hundred acts. CMJ has 
even added film to its repertoire, and 
SXSW has broadened its conference to a 
week and a half of film, music, and interac-
tive media. 

More regional " niche" conventions 
range from Portland's NXNW (a SXSW 
affiliate) and Toronto's NXNE to forums 
that focus on genres like metal (L.A.'s F 
MusicFest) and electronica (Miami's 
Winter Music Conference). These often 
function as minor-league proving grounds 
by which labels and bands determine their 

next step. 
GAVIN's radio convention boasts a 

better registrant-to-performer ratio than 
any of these fests, and indeed, from the per-
spective of sheer numbers, a non-music 
convention could put you in front of more 
people than would ever sit still for a per-
formance at a music gathering. But CMJ 
and SXSW carry more cred and a higher 
profile by dint of their competitive book-
ings (with three submissions for each 
acceptance). 

Perhaps even more significant is their 
reputation for being where the action is. At 
convention time, these venues swarm with 

badge-wearing music geeks, musicians, and 
Tumi-toting industry players. 

But while tales of miracle signings 
abound—Hanson at SXSW, the Verve Pipe 
at Nashville's eX-travaganza—results are 
usually much more modest. "This isn't the 
lottery," warns Brent Grulke, creative 
director of SXSW. "We're not a mystical 
place where everyone gets discovered." 

nth 
TALLEST, 
GUITAR. 
"When I took it 

out on the rirVor 

the first timeand 

plugged it in, the 

sound engineer 

*laid -What is that/ 

It sounds likaLs 

15 feet tall!" 

ohn McEuen 

Another professional 

converts to RoinSong. 

Hear his story and 

others on our NEW, ( 

FREE VIDEO. 

Brochure available. , 

Call us at 1-800-277-7664 or 46 

e-mail: rainsongki aol.com 4 
and refer to Dept. WTGNI. 

INTERNET:http:drainsong 

GRAPHITE GUITARS 

111111EST MILTS 

y
our band may not get signed at the bar 
during a music convention, but you 
can take definite steps toward your 

career goals. 
Richard Williams, president of the rural 

Tennessee label Spongebath Records, sent 
out some four-track demos which Matt 
Mahaffey, a budding producer and Middle 
Tennessee State University student, had 
recorded in his dorm room. When feed-
back proved positive, Williams suggested 
to that Mahaffey put a band together for 
the upcoming Nashville Entertainment 
Association's eX-travaganza. "I was reluc-
tant to do it," Mahaffey remembers. 
"Growing up, watching showcases, I'd 
seen no one really give a shit. But twelve 
major labels responded when Richard sent 
out my tape. It would've been stupid not to 
play eX-travaganza." Mahaffey's band, 
Self, ultimately signed to Zoo 
Entertainment, toured the country, per-
formed on MTV's Road Rules, and sold 
more than forty thousand copies of their 
debut; as we went to press, we learned that 
the band has signed a deal with 
Dreamworks. The lesson for Mahaffey? 
"I'm glad I didn't let my doubts get the bet-
ter of me." 

Other bands play for the sheer thrill of 
it. "There are usually pretty good bills," 
explains singer Matt Suggs of Butterglory. 
"We played New Music Seminar in the 
summer of 1994; it was our first show in 
New York. Polvo, Portastatic, Magnetic 
Fields, Squirrel Nut Zippers, and us at 

Tramps. We played for a lot of people who 
wouldn't have come out otherwise. That's 
been our intention with every gig: to play 
in front of people with bands we like. We 
never treat conventions like they're just 
these industry things." 

Yet "industry things" they are. "More 
than just A&R people come to these 
events," says Roland Swenson, managing 
director of SXSW. "There are talent buyers 
from clubs around the country, lawyers, 
managers, talent agents, booking agents, 
international distribution companies, sup-
port staff of all kinds. You never know 
who's in the room." 

That proved true for Ozone Troop, a St. 
Louis-based electronic duo consisting of 

Paul Davis and Joseph Beuckman. After 
their CMJ performance, a video producer 
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A Prankster View Of Showcase Gigs Or, How I Scammed NXNE 
Dry UJiMars' Maki 

his is all a bit embarrassing. It's a bit like stepping in dog-doo 

and ending up on the evening news. But it's all true, including 

the names. For about ten years now, I've been part of a group 

of ten or twelve people who've been playing music together in 

various combinations and under various names. Since the North By 

Northeast music festival came to Toronto, we've been entering our lat-

est stuff: demo tapes, an indie CD, different songs. And for the sec-

ond year in a row, we've submitted two entries: our latest and great-

est, which is somehow never considered suitable for the event—and 

a "joke" submission, something you really don't think even merits a 

rejection letter, which makes the cut! 

Last year, it was a calypso version of the old Hockey Night in 

Canada theme, which we called " The Ballad of Tim Horton." And this 

year we qualified as a band called "Thruster!" The story of this band 

dates back to the day our singer, Bi., ran into a producer/engineer 

who had made a couple of albums we recognized. ( He should proba-

bly remain nameless.) This producer asked for a demo tape of recent 

material, but at that time we didn't have anything to give him. 

So one frosty Friday night last winter, B.J. corralled four of us to go 

down to our smelly rehearsal studio with a portable cassette deck. I 

was elected to play bass and record the proceedings. This particular 

combination of people hadn't played together for months, and a lot of 

the material was new. No matter: A few hours later I had a cassette 

demo for Mr. Semi-Famous Producer. I gave the tape to B.J. and kind 

of forgot about it. 

Some time later I got a message from our guitar player, saying, 

"Don't look now, but the Thruster! tape got into North By Northeast." 

Apparently the producer took a pass on the tape, so B.J. impul-

sively submitted it to the festival. His attitude was, " It only cost ten 

bucks to apply, so poop on them if they can't take a joke." 

Here we'd gone into digital studios, fiddled with songs 'til the cows 

came home—and the cruddy Thruster! cassette got into the festival! 

I had to ask, "What song did he submit?" 

"There's a Party in Your Pussy and Everybody's Comin'." 

"You've got to be kidding." 

"Nope," he said. "Thursday, June 12. Be [cont'd on page 53] 

SHOWCASE CONNECTIONS 

So you say you want to play a showcase? Sta,1 by contacting the fes-

tival of your choice on this list. Ask for application materials and rele-

vant information. Practice like crazy. And cross your fingers—not, of 

course, while practicing. 

Chicago%* New Moutic 

Fewtival 

Where: Chicago, IL 

When: July '98 

Phone: (312) 341-9112 

Fax: (312) 408-1847 

Website: www.indiefest.org/ 

Application Deadline: TBA 

College MuAic Jos4rbtol 

Morathom asid 

MunicfeAt (CMJ) 

Wnere: New York, NY 

When: Sept. '98 

Phone: (516) 466-6000 

Fax: ( 516) 466-7159 

email: cmj@cmjmusic.com 

Website: www.cmj.com/ 

Application Deadline: June 30. '98 

Intel Ne bV VOA« FINAic 

FeAtivol 

Where: New York, NY 

When: July 15-19, '98 

Phone: (212) 777-6817 

Fax: (212) 777-6885 

email: comments@thegig.com 

Website: www.thegig.com 

Application Deadline: early '98 

(on-line only) 

Midtvewt Regiobtal Maiwic 

FeAtival (MRMF) 

Where: St. Louis, MO 

When: Sept. '98 

Phone: (314) 615-6666 

Fax: (314 615-6655 

email: mrmf@rftstl.com 

Website: www.mtix.com/mrmf 

Application Deadline: mid-Aug. '98 

eX—travagaela 

Where: Nashville, TN 

When: Feb. 18-21, '98 

Phone: (615) 327-4308 

Fax: (615) 320-0701 

email: nea@isdn.net 

Website: www.extravaganza.org 

Application Deadline: past 

NEMO MagAic SlioivcciA€ 

Comferchice 

Where: Boston, MA 

When: Jan. 15-17, '98 

Phone: (617) 338-3144 

Fax: (617) 338-4510 

email: cavery@ultranet.com 

Website: www.nemo98.com 

Application Deadline: past 

North bit NortheoAt MviAic 
FeAtivol (NXNE) 

Where: Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

When: June 11-13, '98 

Phone: (416) 469-0986 

Fax: (416) 469-0576 

email: inquire@nxne.com 

Website: www.nxne.com/ 

Application Deadline: Feb. 2, '98 

Nortk-4-NorthaveAt 

& Media Coefereece 

(NXNW) 

Where: Portland, OR 

When: Oct. '98 

Phone: (512) 467-7979 

Fax: ( 512) 451-0754 

email: nxnw@nxnw.com 

Website: www.nxnw.com/ 

Application Deadline: by media nomi-

nation only 

Ptaladelpli:a MIHmic 

Cobtferroice 

Where: Philadelphia, PA 

When: Nov. '98 

Phone: (215) 587-9550 

Fax: (215) 587-9552 

email: info@gopmc.com 

Website: www.gopmc.com 

Application Deadline: varies by genre 

Route 1 Sonde 

Where: Richmond, VA 

When: summer '98 

Phone: (804) 648-0364 

Website: 

www.cvaweb.com/routelsouth 

Application Deadline: TBA 

Soalth-bai-Somthsvewt 

Muic reAtiVOI (5X51.0 

Where: Austin, TX 

When: March 18-22, 98 

Phone: (512) 467-7979 

Fax: ( 512) 451-0751 

email: sxsw@sxsw.com 

Website: www.sxsw.com 

Application Deadline: past 

Uilderc rrrrr tA 

Where: Cleveland, OH 

When: May 14-16, '98 

Phone: (216) 397-9921 

Website: www.undercurrents.com 

Application Deadline: TBA 

W Hfcr Ma4Aie 

CosifercHcc 

Where: Miami, FL 

When: March '98 

Phone: (954) 563-4444 

Fax: (954) 563-6889 

email: wmcconfab@aol.com 

Website: www.wmcon.com 

Application Deadline: TBA 
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asked for their phone number. A few weeks 
later they were writing music for an 
American Express commercial. " It paid for 
all of our travel expenses and then some," 
beams Davis. "That justified the entire 
trip." 

BUILDING A BUTL 

D
evelopIng a buzz about your band is 
the most frustrating thing," says veter-
an singer/songwriter Jerry Joseph. 

"The thing about the music industry is that 
someone will only think something's good 
if someone else does. Getting one A&R 
person interested in you doesn't get you 
anywhere; think of all the people he has to 
convince to get you signed.". 

The key to building a buzz and thus 
making a greater impact at a music conven-
tion is to get your local media and audience 
excited about you first. "One of the six cri-
teria we use in selecting showcase acts is 
`career establishment,'" says SXSW's 
Grulke. ("Artistry," "originality," "song-
writing," "performance," and "technical 

ability" round out the list.) "We want a 
band that's working. That's why we often 
will ask local media about a particular 
applicant, to see if they're for real." 

"It's pretty hard to make a big splash 
from a standing-still position," adds 
Roland Swenson. "You have to be running 
before you get there. Bands should already 
have a network of A&R people they're 
approaching. It's important to talk up your 
shows in advance." 

MAKING A PLAN 

B
alancing expectations with reality is 
half the battle. To make each conven-
tion excursion profitable, musicians 

must scheme their moves wisely, then be 
ready to act on the fly. 

"Be ready to talk yourself up," suggests 
CMJ founder Robert K. Haber. "A lot of it 
goes back to basic marketing. If you have 
something unique, flaunt it. You have to 
think about a logo and business cards. 
Make it easy for people to contact you. 
Print up a one-sheet to go with your tape. 

KRAR —IMPR{GNAIRe‘ 
GRAPIIIMPDXY t' 
COMPOSITE? 

"Whatever. It's like 

the old 60's guitars 

that you can tell 

somebody really 

took their time 

in building it and 

had a good time 

making it." 

Robbie Krieger 

The Doors 

Another professional 

converts to RainSong. 

Hear his story and 

others on our NEW, 

FREE VIDEO. 

Brochure available. • 

Call us at 1-800-277-7664 or 

e-mail: rainsongki ,a)aol.com 

and refer to Dept. KIGM. 

INTERNET:http://rainsong.com 

Distribute flyers and stickers. If you have 
the money, take out a classified. As much 
great music as there is, you have a lot of 
competition. Attend the panels: We give 
out four thousand badges to musicians, and 
only 25 percent of them attend, and that's a 
shame because there are contacts to be 
made there. Hit college radio stations in 
town, tell them you're here, visit the 
fanzines and college 'zines." 

"The acts most likely to benefit are 
those who have done the work in 
advance," Mahaffey notes. This means fig-
uring out which conventions are most like-
ly to yield results for you. Joseph suggests 
playing a few regional conferences before 
getting lost in the shuffle of national events. 
"If I were managing a band who was build-
ing from the ground up, I'd make them 
play a NXNW or a Philadelphia Music 
Conference first," he says. "Then I'd let 
them get beat up in New York City? 

Don't get discouraged, says Tugboat 
Annie's Jon Sulkow. "We may only have 
had thirty people at our show, but we're 
already seeing the benefits of having 
played. We got on the CMJ sampler [a 
compilation CD that gets packaged with 
the convention's consumer and trade pub-
lications]. We got added press and radio 
support. We have added incentive now for 
our first national tour." 

"The industry expects CMJ to show-
case the diamonds in the rough," Haber 
contends. "A lot of the less-than-appealing 
time slots and out-of-the-way venues are 
turning out to be where the A&R folks are. 
They're looking for the anti-A&R situa-
tion. It's surprising where some real heavies 
have turned up." 

Still, a band needs to know its limita-
tions, and many do not; that's the reason 
SXSW began levying a $10 application fee. 
"We were getting tapes that were like, `My 
daughter can sing, isn't she great?'" Gnilke 
explains. He's only half-joking. Unless 
you've laid the groundwork necessary to 
make an impact, your music convention 
experience could turn into not much more 
than an unpaid vacation. 

Contributors: Sam Cannon edits Grid 
magazine in Salt Lake City. 
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[coned from page 53] there or be square. 

Besides, we should practice at least once." 

To make matters worse, there was some 

curiosity from the publicity materials. I looked 

in the papers on the day of the gig, and the 

Toronto Star was recommending us as one of 

the four picks of the evening, while the 

Toronto Sun called us " the rudest band in the 

whole North By Northeast festival." 

The gig itself was fairly uneventful. We 

blasted (or Thrusted) through our set at 

breakneck speed. The singer ejaculated 

some silly string and whipped cream at the 

audience. And that was about it. The crowd 

was okay with our first two songs. 

"Heavyweight Champion of Love" and " He's 

Dead Jim" (the high concept being 

Motárhead as guests on a Star Trek 

episode). Then we played " Party in Your 

Pussy" and it cleared the room. 

I am a bit alarmed by all this. There are 

lots of really great bands out there, making 

no money and getting no recognition. There 

are lots of bands that suck too, and some of 

them are getting rich. If they were any other 

product, you'd probably flush it down the 

porcelain bowl. 

As far as I can guess, the only reason we 

got noticed by North By Northeast is that we 

used the words " weenie" and " pussy" in our 

songs, which were otherwise pretty unre-

deeming, at least in comparison to the music 

we really care about. 

"And let that be a lesson to you," says 

B.J. 

Contributors: William Maki is bassist and 

main songwriter with the Xband, a garage 

jazz/funk group based in Toronto, Canada. 

Now thirty-something, Maki has been tinker-

ing with music since his early teens, in spite 

of a university degree and any well-meaning 

advice. 

Contributors: William Maki is bassist and 

main songwriter with the Xband, a garage 

jazz/funk group based in Toronto, Carada. 

Now thirty-something, Maki has been tinker-

ing with music since his early teens, in spite 

of a university degree and any well-meaning 

advice. 

Contributors: William Maki is bassist and 

main songwriter with the Xband. a garage 

jazz/funk group based in Toronto, Canada. 

Now thirty-something, Maki has been tinker-

ing with music since his early teens, in spite 

of a university degree and any well-meaning 

advice. 

COMING NEXT MONTH 

• 

On the road with ska-core's latest platinum seller, the Mighty Mighty Bosstones. 

The pros and cons of life as a street musician with tips from Jonathan Richman, Patty 

Rothberg, Gordon Dano of the Violent Femmes, and others. 

Scoring a gig with a major touring act. 

A private lesson with Bill Bruford. 

Plus Victoria Williams, Future Sound of London in their home studio, 

making a record with 16 Horsepower . . . and lots more! 

take a trip to a place you've never been before 

* 6 i. 

If .iiie 

¿As If ê I 0 -i 

I to -i 
pat metheny group imaginary day 

the new recording from the only group in history to win 7 

grammy® awards. 

tour 1997-1998: 

1/29 Atlanta, GA 

2/11 Phoenix, AZ 

2/12 San Diego, CA 

2/13 Los Angeles, CA 

2/14-15 San Francisco, CA 

2/18 Vancouver, BC 

2/19 Seattle, WA 

2/20 Portland, OR 

tours/information: 1-800-653-3155 

or visit the PMG Listener Network at 
www.patmethenygroup.com 

1997 Warner Bros Records Inc 

consecutive 

NIETHENY 

PRODUCTIONS 
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It's not often when a mixer can be reborn with a soft-

ware upgrade, but that's exactly what the new ver-

sion 2.0 software does for the Yamaha 02R digital 

mixer (our October 1996 Editor's Pick). Pop in these 

two ROMs ($199) and turbo-charge your 02R. New 

features include surround sound functions on every 

channel, the ability to output hie-resolution 24-bit 

digital audio, analog bus outputs (via the aux sends) 

and MIDI-remote functions that add transport con-

trols (using MIDI Machine Control) and enable the 

02R to be used as a control surface for any con-

nected device (templates are provided for 

Digidesign Pro Tools and slaved Yamaha ProMix 01 

or 03D mixers, as well as for General MIDI and 

Yamaha XG control). • Yamaha Corporation of 

America, 6600 Orangethorpe Ave., Buena Park, 

CA 90620; voice ( 714) 522-9011. 

Mention the name Cujo to any Stephen King fan 

and terrible thoughts of a rabid St. Bernard—not 

to mention terrifying acting, as well—fill their 

head, but hopefully that will change with Taylor's 

limited edition run of 250 Cujo acoustic guitars 

($3.498). So what's with the Cujo moniker? Well, 

they ain't made of dogwood—rather, the body 

wood comes from the giant black walnut tree that 

appeared in the '83 movie of the same name. 

Both the Cujo-10 (a Sitka spruce-top dread-

nought) and the Cujo-14 (a cedar-top grand audi-

torium) feature killer custom Cujo inlays, tor-

toiseshell binding, and rosette and peghead 

inlays complemented by reconstituted red spiny 

oyster. Various design options are available. 

Canine spittle not included. Taylor Guitars, 

1940 Gillespie Way, El Cajon, CA 92020; 

voice (619) 258-1207. 

Anyone who's tried plugging their acoustic guitar 

directly into a mixing board is probably familiar 

with the shortcomings of that godforsaken piezo 

sound, but Tech 21's come to the rescue with 

their Acoustic DI ($225). In addition to the tube 

mic emulation circuitry found in the SansAmp and 

Bass DI, the Acoustic DI ofteis sweepable semi-

parametric EQ controls ( mid and mid-shift 

between 170 Hz-3,500 Hz ±16dB) and an effect 

loop, giving acoustic players all the sonic flexibil-

ity they deserve. Other features include controls 

for bass, treble, and blend. (which allows you to 

mix in—or out—your guitar's sound) a line input 

and both line and XLR outputs. The Acoustic DI is 

phantom-power operable but can be used with 

either a 9-volt battery or a 9-volt power supply. m-

Tech 21, 1600 Broadway. New York, NY 

10019; voice (212) 315-1116. 
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Inexpensive signal processors will corne and go. but 

it's 'are to find one that's as powerful and flexible 

as ART's Quadra/Fx ($299). Combining the 

strengths of a specialized DSP processor with pro 

prietary software for precise control over its thirty 

effect algonthms, the fully programmable. MIDIcon-

trollable Quadra/Fx is poised to sass up any home 

studio. Thanks to two totally independent stereo I/O 

channels, the Quadra/Fx can be utilized for twin 

sterao or lour-channel discrete processing ; along Irith CASCADE and STEREC DSP configurations), allow-
-you to arrange effects in order you please The 

Quadra/Fx features a slew or standard effects, with 

adjustable parameters that'll let you tweak each 

effect to your heart's confer it. Applied Research 

and Technology. 215 Tremont St.. Rochester, 

N'Y 14608: voice ( 716) 436-2720. 

In the beginning there was . music? We, maybe 

not, but if you've got a Windows PC and are thinking 

about using it for music applicator's, you'll hardly 

find a beter bargain than E-mu Systems' Creation 

Studio 5325), which effectively hens your comput-

er into a powerful desktop recorcing and sampling 

studio. It bundles together a Oreatve Labs AWE64 

Gold sound card with four of today's most popular 

entry-level software products (Cakewalk Express SE, 

Sonic Foundry Sound Forge W. Soundtrek Jammer 

Hit Session, and Creative's own Vienna SoundFont 

Editoi). A'so included is an additional 4 megabytes 

of SoundFont RAM (making for a total of 8 

'megabytes), and MIDI and S/PDIF digital output 

&mu Systems, Inc., 1600 Green Hills 

Road, Scotts Valley, CA 95067; voice (408) 438-

1921. 

6 
If you've ever vd,anted to own a vintage tube micro-

pnone but found them to be priced oeyond your 

means, today's your day. Drawing on the highly 

acclaimed design of their famous C12 microphone. 

AEG's new Solidtube mic ($1,195) offers much of 

what you've longed for in a tube mic at a price that 

won't force you to pawn your home studio. Featuring 

a large-diaphragm transducer and a single ECC 82 

;12A(7) tube, the SoRdtube combines the best 

aspects of solid state and vacuum tube technolo-

gies to deliver the reliable, warm signal you need. 

Other features include a 20-dB pre-attentuation pad, 

switchable bass filtering, a ground lift on the power 

supply, shock mounting, and a rather conspicuous 

but ruggea flightease that contains r ornplete ;et 

of accessories. - KG, 1449 Done!son Pike, 

Nashville, TN 37217: voice (615) 399-2199. 
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NEED 
A NEW 
BRIDGE? 
Announcing comprehensive, affordable, managed 
care dental insurance exclusively for currently 
affiliated BM! Songwriters, Composers and Publishers... 
from CIGNA Dental, a leading insurer with over 
11,000,000 participants. 

THE CIGNA DENTAL PLAN COVERS MOST PREVENTIVE PROCEDURES LIKE EXAMS, X-RAYS AND ROUTINE 

CLEANINGS AT No CHARGE. OTHER PROCEDURES...FROM FILLINGS TO ORAL SURGERY AND ORTHODONTICS... 

ARE COVERED AT REDUCED PRICES. EVEN SPECIALIST CARE AND SECOND OPINIONS ARE COVERED. No DEDUCTIBLES. 

Full family dental protection is available from a network of over 12,000 dentists at rates made possible through 
the buying power of the music industry's largest affinity group...BMI Songwriters, Composers and Publishers. 

SONGWRITER 
PROTECTION 

To receive a comprehensive brochure on this CIGNA Dental Care plan and other medical, 
group term life, musical instrument and equipment protection, call 

1-800-638-2610 
On the Internet, point your browser to 

http://bmi.com/insurance 
Please have your Social Security or Federal tax ID number available for identification. 

CIGNA Dental is Available in Most States. 
BMI is not an insurer, sponsor, administrator, employer, party of interest or fiduciary in any way in connection with any insurance. 



BOR 
by david korn Again 

Steinberg's ReBirth combines 
classic analog sounds, 

modern convenience, and affordability. 

F
„ or those of you with dirty minds, the phrase 

"physical modeling from Sweden" might 

conjure images of tall blondes with funny 

accents. Sorry, gang, we're talking here about tech-

nology that goes beyond sampling, where the char-

acteristics of an instrument are reproduced by emu-

lating its behavior rather than simply taking snap-

shots of its sound. 

The first modeling-based commercial synthesiz-

ers wete the Yamaha VL1 and Karg WaveDrum, 

each of which was dedicated to a particular class 
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of acoustic instruments (brass in the case of the 

VL, percussion instruments in the case of the 

Wave)rum). These were follcwed by instruments 

like the Clavia Nord Lead and the horg Prophecy, 

both of which use modeling to emulate analog syn-

thesis. To be sure, there's an irony in seeing the lat-

est technology applied to reviving an apparently 

obsolete technique for generating sound. 

Accordingly, a Swedish company named 

Propellerhead (distributed in the U.S. by Steinberg) 

has come up with a program named ReBirth, which 

reproduces in software two classic analog tools 

which were discontinued more than ten years ago: 

the Roland TB-303 Bass Line and TR-808 drum 

machine. 

Both of these devices have become collector's 

items in techno music circles and thus very expen-

sive, with second-hand prices at $1,000 or more. 

The idea of getting two 303s and an 808 in a $199 

piece of software that runs on both Macintosh and 

Windows platforms, complete with 

full MIDI control, seems almost 

too good to be true, but 

ReBirth delivers on its 

promise, and more. 

The TB-303 was a 

bass-oriented sequencer 

with a bare-bones sound 

generator: just one oscilla-

tor, resonating filter, and 

envelope generator. The 

famous "303 sound" is actually a 

result of the synthesizer's limitations, as well as 

the interaction between onboard sequencer and 

synthesizer. The sequencer's ACCENT function, for 

instance, affects the synth parameters in peculiar 

ways: When you increase the Accent level, the filter 

envelope is shortened, while the output level and 

filter frequency are raised. If you zero the ACCENT 

knob, level and frequency stay the same, but the 

envelope is still shortened. Even when the ENVELOPE 

CONTROL knob is at zero, the filter frequency is slight-

ly modulated by the envelope. Happily, the clever 

programmers at Propellerhead were careful to 

reproduce these and other charming idiosyncrasies 

of the original machine. 

The TR-808 was another early-Eighties all-ana-

log classic which, unlike the 303, is recreated in 

ReBirth using samples. Still, the choice of the TR-

808 for a techno composing tool over the more 

obvious TR-909 does seem questionable, since the 

808 is used more widely in hip-hop. According to 

the developers, it was more in line with the all-ana-

log concept: the 909 was an analog/sample hybrid. 

I always enjoyed the 808 sound and interface any-

way, so I won't complain—and who knows, maybe 

there's a 909-emulating product on the horizon. 

ReBirth provides all of its controls in a single 

window, with two modes of operation: PATTERN and 
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Nothing makes you feel more like 
kicking the dog than software that costs a 

week's pay and runs Uke a three-legged hound. 

Wea, we just put a smile on that old dog's face. 

Introducing Cakewalk' Pro Audio"' 6.0 
With new Cakewalk Pro Audio 6.0, recording 
and editing your music has never been easier 
The leading MIDI and digital audio workstation 
for Windows puts more cool tools and processing 
power in your hands than ever before: 

• er-Cakewaik Audio Effects 
Hot new audio processing effects, including 
pitcn-shifting, reverb, flange, chorus, delay, 
time compression and expansion. You can 
even convert monophonic audio into MIDI. 

• Audio Plug-ins 
Support for Microsoft DirectX' audio plug-ins, the 
new standard for Windows audio processing. Run 
third-party plug-ins from companies like CISound, 
Waves, and Tracer without ever leaving Cakewalk. 

baby lett me, 
it* mangy dog, 

sun never shines, 
salty gravy, 

"ft underpowered, 
overpriced, 
hard-to-use 

software blues 

CakewalleStudioWare 
Control your entire studio from Cakewalk; 
create custom control panels for any 
hardware combination that responds to MIDI. 
Version 6.0 includes StudioWare panels for 
popular hardware like the Roland VS-880-
and the Yamaha ProM.ix 01 

Cakewalk Pro Audio 60 supports Windows 95' 
sound cards and hard disk recorders, like 
Digidesign's Session 8- and Auchomedia 111', 
Digital Audio Labs' CardD Plue ana V8-, and 
Sourdscape Digital Technology's SSHDRr 

Lose Those Low-Down Blues 
The power and price of Cakewalk Fro Audio 
6.0 will make you feel like the sun's shinin' 
once again. So get on down to your favorite 
music store, pick it up, and shake those 
blues away. 

6.0 
e 

S ,(111.1111i 

CAKEWALK 
MUSIC SOFTWARE 

Download the 6.0 demo at www.cakewalk.com, or call 888-CAKEWALK. 
Cakewalk s a registexd trademark, and Cakewalk Pro Audm. Cakewalk StuchoWare, CFX, The S fund Solution. Cakewalk Music Software aid the 

Canewalk Music Software logo are trademarks of Twelve Tone Systems, Inc. Other products Yr.-mooned are trademarks of their respective rnanufp,rers. 
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e
heck out the ads in any music magazine, and you'd think a revolution in recording 

comes along every six months. But the revolution brewing right now is more than just 

another funky reverb patch. In fact, it may completely change the way you record, the 

way you mix, and the way people listen to your music. 

The revolution we're talking about is surround sound—a way of recording and reproducing music 

that lets you put sounds anywhere in the listener's room, not just across the front. Two companies— 

Dolby and DTS ( Digital Theater Systems)—have created home digital surround-sound systems for 

movies, and they're now pushing the use of these systems to deliver music. Music in Dolby Digital 

is now available on laserdisc (LD) and digital versatile disc (DVD videos; DTS music can be found 

on CD and laserdisc, and should soon be available on DVD. (Both DTS and Dolby Digital are " 5.1-

channel" systems, the " 5" being left, center, right, 

left rear, and right rear, the ".1" being a special 

subwoofer channel.) 

The simplest method for producing music in 

surround sound is to record a performance 

straight to ADAT or DA-88 by hanging three mics 

up front to capture the direct sound from the 

instruments, and two more mics in the rear of 

the hall to catch reverberation and crowd noise. 

If you're recording multitrack, you can control 

this effect to a much greater degree. The Dolby 

Digital laserdisc of Eric Clapton's Unplugged, for 

example, places the background singers to your 

side, as if you were sitting onstage directly in 

front of Clapton. Alanis Morissette's Jagged 

Little Pill Live DVD gets even more creative: It 

starts with a recording of the first performance 

from her tour, which took place in a small club. 

The sound comes only from the front speakers. 

When the video cuts to a massive stage show in 

one of the big arenas she began playing after 

the album took off, the sound expands to 

include crowd noise and reverberation from the 

rear speakers. 

If you're willing to push beyond the stage 

performance paradigm that most recording is 

based on, you can add some entirely new musi-

cal colors to your work. Alan Parsons' On Air 

DTS CD includes a song called " Blue Blue Sky," 

in which singer Eric Stewart and acoustic gui-

tarist Ian Bairnson begin the song over in the 

left rear speaker. As the song continues, they 

move over to the right rear speaker, then to the 

right front, and finally into the center speaker, 

as if they were friends doing an impromptu 

show in your living room. Scheiner's mix of the 

cut " Seven Bridges Road" on the DTS CD of the 

Eagles' Hell Freezes Over gives each of the five 

members of the band his own speaker; it 

sounds as if they're singing all around you. Dishwalla's "Counting Blue Cars," from a Dolby 

Digital DVD sampler, isolates the background vocals in the rear channels, with synth sounds 

swirling all around the room; it's a shock when the background vocals come in on the chorus. 

It's the 
hottest 
thing to hit 
recording 
since 
digital. 

Getting Started in 

Matti dee 
by Brent Butterworth 
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. li (.:. -.¡-' It's currently very difficult to create your own 

surround-sound release. In most cases 

you'll need the help of either Dolby or DTS. 

Both use digital compression, which is neces-

sary to fit 5.1 channels of digital sound onto a 

CD, LD, or DVD. But DTS uses less compres-

sion than Dolby Digital and thus has a theoreti-

cal—if not always audible—advantage in sound 

quality. ( If you'd like to work with DTS on a sur-

round-sound release, call Rory Kaplan at [818] 

706-3525.) 

Dolby has decided to skip the CD entirely 

and go straight to DVD. Dolby Digital is the stan-

dard for DVD video and is thus incorporated into 

all DVD movies to date. The company is also 

pushing the idea of using DVD as a music-only 

format. (To date, about 100,000 people have 

bought DVD players.) You need a Dolby Digital 

decoder to listen to these recordings; stand-

alone models start at $300, with full Dolby 

Digital receivers priced from $800. Dolby Digital 

can be found on many music video laserdiscs 

and DVDs. The company will help any artist who 

wants to produce in surround sound. "We'll 

either do it for them or refer them to a master-

ing house that has a Dolby Digital encoder," 

says John Kellogg, Dolby's general manager of 

multichannel music production. You can expect 

to eventually see Dolby Digital encoding done 

within computers and interfaced with music 

recording and editing software. (For help from 

Dolby on surround-sound projects, call [213] 

845-1880.) 

Many musicians are already capable of pro-

ducing surround-sound recordings. "The bottom 

line is, all we need is a six-channel master," 

says David Del Grosso, director of marketing for 

DTS. To produce a six-channel master, you need 

at least a six-bus mixer and two eight-track 

recorders, speakers and amps for the center 

channel and the left and right rear channels, 

and a subwoofer. It's best to use the same 

monitor speakers all around. "Anything from 

five [Yamaha] NS-10s to five Genelecs will 

work," says Kellogg, " as long as the levels are 

balanced." Also, you should place each speak-

er at the same distance from the mixing engi-

neer. Lay your tracks on one eight-track 

machine, and run each bus of the mixer into a 

separate channel of the second eight-track. 

Assign each of the tracks on the second 

machine to a certain channel (left, center, right, 

left rear, right rear, subwoofer) and connect the 

outputs of the second eight-track to the appro-

priate amps and speakers. Now you can mix 

each of the original tracks into each bus (and 

thus into each channel) as you wish, and you'll 

hear the results. 

Using the subwoofer track, by the way, is 

optional. Whether you use it only for special 

effects or to handle all the bass duties—or just 

skip it—any Dolby Digital or DTS decoder will be 

able to direct the bass to the listener's speak-

ers so that nothing is missed, even if the lis-

tener doesn't own a subwoofer. 

When you're ready to release material in 

surround sound, the master tape you produce 

on this system will serve just fine. In fact, that's 

exactly what the post-production houses cur-

rently supply to Dolby and DTS. (DA-88 is the de 

facto standard for surround-sound production, 

although ADAT will work too.) 

There's also the possibility of producing 

music in analog matrix surround, which can be 

recorded on stereo audio formats like DAT, CD, 

and cassette. (Analog matrix sound processes 

four-channel audio into two channels for release 

on stereo formats. This can be played back in 

stereo or, when run through a processor, in four-

channel surround.) These recordings can be 

decoded through any Dolby Pro Logic receiver or 

processor, of which there are more than ten mil-

lion in service. Dolby Surround matrix encoders 

are available at many post-production houses 

throughout the world. DMP Records has creat-

ed some outstanding surround-sound record-

ings using a Circle Surround matrix encoder. 

Lexicon has shown prototypes of its Logic7 

encoder, which encodes up to seven tracks 

(with four surround channels instead of two) 

onto a stereo recording. Circle Surround and 

Logic7 can approach, and in ways surpass, the 

performance of Dolby Digital and DTS when 

heard through the manufacturers proprietary 

decoders. However, when matrix-encoded sur-

round-sound material is heard on a Dolby Pro 

Logic processor, the channel separation is rela-

tively poor, you can't place loud sounds in all 

channels at once, you get one surround chan-

nel instead of two, and the surround channels 

have no treble response above 7kHz. 

With surround-sound systems already in mil-

lions of homes, the question is not whether 

you'll produce music in surround sound but 

whether you'll leave the creative decisions to 

producers and engineers or take command of 

the process yourself. ID 
Contributors: Brent Butterworth plays 

Chapman Stick with the New York-based jazz 

band Short Memory. 



[Drive the 
Wide Open Road with 
Telex® UHF Wireless 

PRO 
STAR 
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If you've used a wireless 
recently you already know that 
the VHF landscape is pretty 

byTeleX' crowded. What with TV, 
radie, walkie-talkies, and other wireless 
users, it's hard to get a note in edgewise. 

Not so with Telex ProStar® UHF systems. 
Thera are more available frequencies, less 
trafifc and a cleaner signal in the UHF 
band. Until now, the prolyern for most 
wireless users has been the high cost of 
UHF systems. 

Tie new Telex ProStar UHF has been 
specifically developed for musicians — 
with all the high performance benefits of 
UHF without the prohibitive cost. In fact, 

Telex ProStar UHF systems can be had for about 
the same price as competing VHF systems. 

So you can get a lot 
more performance 
and flexibility, less 
hassle and 
interference, and 
not spend any extra 
cash. Sound like a 
breakthrough? It 
sure is. Demc a 
ProStar UHF 
system at your Head Out on the Highway. And take ProStar 
Telex dealer today. UHF guitar and microphone systems witb you. 

Telex® 
Headquarters: 9600 Aldrich Ave. So.. M nneapolis, MN 55420 • Manufacturing: 8601 E. Cornhusker Hwy., Lincoln, NE 68505 

Tel. ( 612) 887-5550 • Fax: ( 612) 884-0043 • e-mail pro.sound©telex.com • www.telex.com 
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to compete with the guitar. With a bold bell 

sound and a bouncy stick response, the A. 

Custom Medium maintains its crystalline char-

acter through waves of electric guitar chords 

and when you step it up, builds to a roar. 

Sabian 22" HH Signature Series Ed 

Thigpen Crystal Bell Ride. A light, hand-ham-

mered cymbal with a big bell. The stick sound 

is sweet and even, without too much buildup, 

yet a good whack on the edge produces a 

resounding low-frequency crash that cuts out 

immediately because the Crystal Ride has a 

shallow, hammered lip that interrupts the radi-

ation patterns as sound is transmitted from 

the bell to the edge, minimizing overtone 

buildup and deepening pitch. Though it's prob-

ably designed for acoustic jazz, its rich timbre 

and solid stick response complements electric 

guitars at fusion volume. 

WHERE'S THE BEEF? 

K. Mean 20" Custom Medium Ride. This 

high-pitched instrument has a dark tonal char-

acter, but with fast stick response and a 

focused attack it allows drummers to relax and 

play time at moderate to high volume without 

breaking their wrists on a heavy cymbal. Crash 

accents with the shoulder of the stick come out 

fat and warm but never build into a heavy over-

tone wash, because the cymbal is lathed on 

top and unlathed on the bottom. 

Pala., 20" Signature Dark Full Ride. A rich, 

sparkling cymbal with a beautiful feel and a 

variety of expressive inflections that cut 

through well in moderate to high volumes. 

Though it has a relatively high profile and a big, 

broad articulate bell sound, the overall charac-

ter of the cymbal is fairly warm and glassy. 

There's a lush, focused low-end response 

when played near the edge, and a crystalline 

stick sound when played closer to the bell. 

Sabian 21" RH Raw Bell Dry Ride. A medi-

um-heavy ride cymbal with some warmth and 

character. It has a warm, relatively high-pitched 

ping sound and a dark, ringing undertone. The 

shallow bell is unlathed, allowing the drummer 

sharp, cutting accents similar to a cowbell. 

Zildban 22"Z. Custom Power Ride. A heavy, 

Brilliant-finished ride cymbal with a medium 

profile and a high bell, specially machine-ham-

mered to optimize its cutting power. Designed 

for heavy sticks, the Power Ride has a surpris-

ingly warm tonal response for a cymbal with 

such massive reserves of sound. 

AL DENTE 

Paleto 22" Traditional Light Ride. This big 
chewy ride has a rough-hewn, hand-hammered 

surface that yields a smoky, low-pitched tim-

bre. The dark mix of overtones gives way to an 

airy ride sound, and every spot on its playing 

surface provides a distinctive articulation. 

Ideal for acoustic situations that require a light 

stick and a supple touch. 

K. Zildban 20" Pre-Aged Light Dry Ride. Of 
all their post-modern designs, the Pre-Aged 

series is Zildjian's closest approximation to the 

sound and feel of the classic Turkish designs, 

though optimized for modem playing styles. 

Remo World Percussion 
"Bringing The World Together." 

BRAZILIAN COLLECT1ON 

R erno's collection of 13razilian 
percussion instruments includes 

Cuicas, Tambo rims, Ag.ogo 
Drums, Pandeiros, surdos 
and Repinique that are as 
advanced in technology as 

they are authentic in sound. 
Developed In conjunction 
with brilliant percussion-

ist, Chalo, Remo's Brazilian 
Percussion brings together a 

world of irresistible Brazilian 
sounds, rhythms and colors. 

Now available: new Rent(' Cable-Tuned Surdos! 

Renio, 

REM 
Bringing The world Together. 

Inc. • 28101 Industry Dr. • Valencia, CA. 91.355 - USA 

www.rernousa.corn 
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Musician magazine, in 

association with Yamaha, Fostex 

d Atlantic Records, is proud 

to announce the 1998 Best 

Unsigned Band Competition. 

Open to unsigned artists and 

bands of all genres, this 

competition seeks to link the 
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world's greatest undiscovered 

talent with music industry 

professionals and established 

artists. Here's your chance 

to get your music heard and 

maybe even get discovered! 

To enter, see the information 

below. 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT OUR VJERSITE AT 

ore 1010:Hwy/ Lu.mmitian ITT a1.tom/hut 

OFFICIAL ENTRY FOAM 

Band/Artist Name 

Cuntact Name 

Address _ 

City, State, ZIP 

Telephone 

Email 

REQUIRED MATERIALS 

1. Completed entry fono ( or photocopy) 

2. 2-Song Cassette (original material only) 

3. Name/address of each musician in your band or who plays on the tape 
4. Processing fee of 519.95 ( check/money order payable to hlusician 

magazine. US funds only) 
Send to htuvcian/B.11.B..151.5 Broadway, 15th Floor. New York, NY, 10036 

ALL ENTRIES MUST BE POSTMARKED BY DECENBER 31, 



The Light Dry Ride has a tight, sparkling sound 

that never takes off on its own. Yet the metal is 

relaxed enough to offer slap-happy drummers a 

soft, dark, rounded crash sound that's ideal for 

multiple percussive accents. 

Salem 21" Jack Delohnette Encore Ride. 

This Encore Ride is a controlled gas bomb, a 

warm, all-around cymbal with a soft, giving feel. 

It has a dark tonal character with a fairly 

extreme taper at the outer lip, resulting in a big, 

billowing crash that cuts away immediately, 

allowing drummers to alternate between multi-

ple crash accents and a dry, focused attack. 

Paiste 20" Signature Dry Cusp Ride. A nice, 

even stick response from top to bottom, with a 

warm midrange character and a shimmering, 

translucent tonal response. Its tight, sizzling 

ride sound never runs away, no matter how hard 

you tattoo the surface. The Dry Crisp Ride 

offers a focused crash sound with muted over-

Yes, Lithium does 
cure the blues. 

ul Lt C.EIFEFR 0 

This Ultralife Lithium 9V battery lasts 

up to 4 times longer than any alkaline. 

If you rely on a wireless system when you perform, you know the 

hassle of changing batteries. And the worry of batteries dying 

during a gig. Not to mention the occasional quality problems of 

wireless sound. Well, chase those blues away. Ultralife Lithium 

batteries give you unprecedented performance security, plus a more 

,,table audio signal for better sound quality. If alkaline batteries last 

6-8 hours in your wireless mikes now, Ultralife Lithium could last up 

to 32 hours in those same mikes. Call us now to find out more. 

ULTRALIFE 1-800-332-5000 
Extension 203 

Fax 315-331-7800 

www.ulbi.com 1 N C 

tones, making this an excellent change of pace 

for drummers who like the tight feel of flats and 

mini-bells but want the cymbal to open up more. 

20" K. Zildjian Custom Dark Ride. With a 

small, defined bell and tight, shallow lathing 

patterns on top and bottom, the Custom Dark 

Ride is a good match for fusion and rock drum-

mers who want gassy tonal characteristics in a 

fairly high-pitched cymbal that can cut through 

at higher volumes. 

Sabian 22" HH Duo Ride. Half lathed, half raw 

(top and bottom), this low-pitched, low-profile 

mini-bell design offers a penetrating, metallic 

attack without much high-end sibilance. The 

deep crash accents never quite spill over into 

the rounded ping sound, making the Duo Ride 

perfect for relaxed time playing and controlled 

rhythmic variations at moderate volume or as a 

change-of-pace ride sound in a larger setup. 

Sabian 20" HH Sound Control High Bell 
Ride. A round, sparkling stick sound with a fat, 

resonant crash and a light, glassy bell sound. 

With its high profile and large bell, this medium-

thin cymbal is a superb all-around crash ride 

because the Brilliant finish tones down 

midrange details while the Sound Control flange 

on the outer edge prevents overtone buildup. 

FLAT RIDES 

Pelee 20" Signature Flat Ride. From the 

folks who put the flat ride on the map comes 

this definitive instrument. Slightly higher in pro-

file than the Sabian and Zildjian models, the 

Signature Flat Ride is a high-pitched, medium-

weight cymbal with an even response, a pene 

trating ping, and shimmering crash accents as 

you slap away with the shoulder of the stick. 

Zilean 20" A. Custom Flat Top Ride. 

Zildjian's and Sabian's machine-hammered flat 

cymbals have traditionally been medium heavy 

designs, better suited to fusion and rock 

stylings (where drummers generally prefer a 

bell) than to jazz and vocal combos. But this 

thin, low-pitched cymbal offers a variety of shim-

mering ride sounds with a translucent wash of 

overtones, and is sharply tapered near the 

edge for short, billowing crash sounds. 

Sabian 20" HH Signature Series Ed Thigpen 

Crystal Ride. This thin, hand-hammered, low-

pitched flat ride has slightly more body than the 

A. Custom but a less obvious attack dynamic 

than the Paiste. Its soft feel yields a dark, slap-

py stick sound with a supple wash of overtones 

and short, splashy crash accents. 
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With Sennheiser headphones. 
all you need to do is listen. 
The experience will take you 
wherever the music goes. 

Startling realism and fast, 
smooth response are 

Sennheiser's trademarks. 

For casual listening Sennheiser 
headphones are simply the best. 

For your creative impulses. 
imagine the possibilities 
that can result from the 

accurately referenced imaging 
that Sennheiser headphones 

ca 3 provide. 

.‘vailable from your dealer, or 
givc us a call. 

Z34.'90 FAX: 860-4TX-1759. CALIFORNIA: 4116 WEST MAGNOLIA BLVD., SUITE 100. BURBANK, CA 91505 • Tit: 818-845 7366 845-7140 
, D.F. MEXICO • TEL:525-06-7686 FAX: 525-605-6473 • CANADA:221 LABROSSE AVE., FTE-CLAIRE, PO H9R 1A3 • TFL: 514-426-3013 FAX. : 514-426-3953 

_ http://wwwsennheiserusa.com • Manufacturing Plant: Am Labor 1. 30900 Wedemark, Germany 
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Parker. There's more than one way to Fly. 
Luthier Ken Parker definitively answers the age-old 

question: Yes, man was undoubtedly meant to Fly. 
Witness the ultralight, balanced perfection of 

the Fly Deluxe, which revolutionized the instrument 

and created the standard for combining electric and 
acoustic sounds. The gorgeous mahogany body 
and deep resonance of the Classic. The wonderfully 
solid, immediately familiar feel of the NiteFly. The 

butter-smooth, remarkably responsiN‘e solid sitka 
spruce bodies of the acoustic Concert and the elec-

tric/acoustic vibrato-equipped Artist. 
With unsurpassed versatility and zone, the Parker 

family has set the world of guitar ablaze eliciting praise 
from musicians across countless genres and playing styles. 

So if you've always dreamed of Flying, now is the 
time to visit your authorized Parker cealer. 

For a Parker catalog. send $2.00 for shipping & handling to Parker Guitar,. Dept_ FM, 316 Soutar Semite Road. Melville. NY II 747-3201 

01997 Parker Guitars. Call for the name of your nearest Parker dealer: (800) 872-5674 



Metallica 
Re-Load (Elektra) 

H
ere's Lars Ulrich's explana-
tion why Metallica's new al-

bum, Re-Load, sounds so 

damn good: " For us, the fine 

line between confidence and arrogance 

has never been thinner. We've never 

cared as little about wanting anything, 

other than to make ourselves happy. I 

don't think Metallica has ever been pur-

er." Indeed, Re-Load crackles like a fire-

ball. It's fueled by the thrill of selling 

more than 25 million CDs (the combined 

figure for their last two albums) and the 

energy brought straight to the studio af-

ter eighteen months of touring. 

The basics for Re-Load were cut at 

the same time as Load, about two years 

ago. just before the band got drafted to 

headline Lollapalooza. It was never 

planned that we'd go into the studio and 

write 27 songs," drummer Ulrich relates. 

"Strong material just kept coming." 

Noretheless, releasing fourteen com-

pleted numbers as Load and then hit-

ting the road prevented studio burnout. 

"I carried a DAT of the unfinished tracks 

in my bag for a year and a half," Ulrich 

continues, " but never analyzed them. So 

the month we spent finishing the album 

in San Francisco was a blur. We had the 

guitar coloring and the solos. James had 

to sing and write lyrics. We worked so 

quickly, it's the most instinctive stuff 

we've done. That gave us an edge and 

made it very pure." 

The sound of " pure" Metallica is 

greasy, driving, full of fat grooves, lyric 

and rhythmic hooks, and sonic curve-

balls. And bigger than ever. Bob Rock's 

canny mix puts James Nettield's throat 

out front, and from the opening snarl in 

"Fuel" his vocals are pumped with a new 

clarity—and distortion. "James felt a lit-

tle trapped by writing lyrics with a verse, 

a B section, and a chorus," Ulrich recounts. -He didn't wart the only dif-

ference in his vocal performances to be in the lyrics and melodies, so he 

experimented with different vocal sounds, rrucs, effects. and bullhorns." 

That's not an unusual vocal effect on the " la-da-da" melody breaks of 

the single "The Memory Remains," however: It's Marianne Faithfull, mak-

ing the first-ever guest appearance on a Metallica album. "One of my fa-

vorite movies is Sunset Boulevard," Ulrich explains. ' When we started 

pushing the lyrics in that direction, the idea of having a middle-eight melody 

section without words came up. The song's about a character, and when we 

made a list of who had a voice seasoned enough to be that character, 

Mananne Faithful' was pretty much the only name on it." 

And yes that is a genune hudy-gurdy joining the fiddle on " Low Man's 

Lyric." Lars again: "Jim Martin, who used to be in Faith No More, was 

showing lames a bunch of cool folk instruments. We decided to take the 

song in that direction. Up until six months ago, I thought ' hurciy-erdy' was 
just a word Steven Tyler invented." 

But the best sound on Re-Load is Hetfield's and Kirk Hammett's gui-

tars, beautifully harmonized on " Devil's Dance" and "The Memory Re-

mains," stacked and mixed to stun everywhere. "On Load Kirk became in-

volved in recording basic tracks. but Kirk's rhythms were recorded with 

James' setup. For Re-Load we rerecorded Kirk's rhythms with his own ive 

setup. Every song has james' rhythm on the left and Kirk's on the right. The 
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he Jesus Lizard are throwing around four-letter words again. After un-

leashing six one-syllable but dynamic records onto the world from 

esteemed indie-label Touch & Go and a live album, Show (Giant/Col-

lision), the Jesus Lizard made their Capitol debut with Shot. Now with the 

band in the studio working on their follow-up, it's been suggested the new 

album's title be Gill, alluding to their producer of the past eight weeks. It is 

an appropriate suggestion, if not a serious one, considering that Andy Gill, 

former Gang of Four guitarist and now record producer. "has almoSt be-

come like a fifth member of the band." as Lizard guitarist Duane Deison 

points out. This is a departure for the band, not only in terms of sounél. but 

in the actual recording and pre-production process. 

"We didn't want to make the same record," notes bassist David Sims, 

sitting in the lounge of Chicago Recording Company during the last wiek of 

mixing. Their previous goal was " to make a loud powerful record that cap-

tured how we sounded live," says Denison. For the Jesus Lizard. whlo are 

renowned for their passionate live performance, this is no small feat. " I 

felt we accomplished that, especially on Goat with Steve [Albini] ad on 

Shot with Garth [ Richardson]. We wanted to really make use of a studib and 

get more technologically involved and were able to do it financiall with 

Capitol behind us." 

The band hooked up with Gill while looking for producers to do twio sin-

gles for Sub Pop Records. They made a wish list ranging from the li • s of 

Barry Adamson and John Cale to Giorgio Moroder and Herbie Ha 

When budgets, scheduling, and reality were considered, they ended u. With 

Cale, who did one of the singles. and Andy Gill. " His M.O. went re, 

with what we had been wanting to do for our next record," says DenL-:,). yis-

ibly excited about how things had gone in the studio, despite the long Cieys. 

"It's been a lot of fun," adds Gill, "though I wish we had a break in the mid-

dle." Gill was around before the songs were even done. Denison. describ-

ing the importance of Gill in the early stages, notes, " Him being a musician 

is major. He sat in on practices and we invited input on arrangements. This 

was a big step for us, one that takes a lot of trust. We really wanted a ' pro-

ducer." 

On listening to them mix their spaghetti-western-sounding song "Ter-

remoto," it still sounds like the Jesus Lizard, but they're drinking their Bud-

weisers out of bottles instead of plastic cups now. It is powerful and clear 

with a demanding presence, not studio slickness. As Gill describes it, " It's 

the perfect mixture of hi-fi and lo-fi." There is the signature Sims bass 

sound, run through the Traynor amp he uses for recording instead of the Gal-

lien-Krueger he uses live; Sims says the GK "sounds too clean and bright in 

the studio." For distortion, Gill used ADA guitar preamps. "They're so con-

trollable, you can really fine-tune the distortion, especially when you use it 

with an ADA micro-cabinet simulator (which simulates a 4x10 cabinet). It's 

interesting using stuff that was originally intended for other purposes." 

For guitar. Gill gets a naturalsounding reverb by miking Genelec speak-

ers in a stairwell. For vocals, he did a similar thing with the same speakers 

in the live room for a shorter, snappier sound. He also ran the vocals 

through headphones and miked those for vocal distortion. "We really worked 

on the vocals." says Gill. " David [Vow] has amazing expression and char-

acterization, something I really wanted to pay attention to in a way that 

doesn't seem to have been done on previous records. In a way he's not a 

confident singer." That's hard to believe from Vow's now-famous habit of 

hurling himself into the audience at the first snare hit. " I wanted the full 

David Vow character coming out there, with the vocals audible enough so you 

could make out the words; I think David is an excellent lyricist." 

They spent a lot of time with effects, but they are subtle touches like or-

gan, piano, bowed guitar, some Nord synthesizer and various Roland sound 

modules; nothing garish. As Denison notes, it was tinne-consüming, trying 

stuff and going down the road to the end, only to toss it. But they came up 

with some creative accents, which he says, "were well worth the time and 

effort, something we were financially unable to do on Touch & Go." 

With new drummer Jim Kimball on board (Mac McNeilly left the group 

earlier this year), the Jesus Lizard see this record as both a fresh start 

and a natural progression. Referring to the indie-scene backlash following 

their departure from Touch & Go, Denison says. "We all just wanted to rock 

out and not have to work, and we're good enough that we far exceeded 

anyone's expectations, including our own. I hope this record is taken more 

on musical merit and people are less concerned with what label it's on. I 

never bought a record because of the record company—I bought it for the 

music." The Jesus Lizard have always been serious about their musician-

ship, even in their punk rock (now called " alternative") beginnings, and this 

recording process has given them the latitude to explore their talents and 

sound without financial restriction. Punk rock is growing up. and the Jesus 

Lizard have been innovators from the get-go. This record seems to be a 

statement about focusing on what's important: How does it sound? Pretty 

damn good.—Maureen Herman 



nuances between them really stand out. And for the 

coloring, there were no rules or barriers." Hence 

flourishes like a Telecaster with a B-bender sent 

through a wah-wah on "The Unforgiven IL" 

Simply put, Re-Load captures one of rock's 

greatest bands at its peak. "When we said all 27 

songs developed in those sessions had relevance 

and weight. I don't think anyone believed us," says 

Ulrich. " I don't want to say ' I told you so,' but . . ." 

—Ted Drezdoweld 

Dominique Eade 
When The Wind Was Cool (RCA Victor) 

D
ominique Eade is a superb musician whose 
skill and self-assurance enhance an already 

gorgeous voice. All of these qualities are 

apparent on her major-label debut, When the Wind 

Was Cool, a tribute album featuring the songs of 

Chris Connor and June Christy. The material is diffi-

cult, and the album makes use of ten musicians 

who appear with Eade in various configurations. It's 

an ambitious and sometimes labored project, the 

brainchild of executive producer Steve Backer, who 

proposed it " because the material hasn't really 

been dealt with by this generation of female vocal-

ists. Chris had some sophisticated chops, and June 

had a great deal of pop crossover ability. Dominique 

encapsulates those two aspects in one person." 

Eade embraced the concept; she selected most 

of the musicians, collaborated with producer Ben 

Sidran on the choice of tunes, and wrote five of the 

arrangements, all of which avoid the standard pi-

ano trio format. "We wanted to have dramatic, min-

imalist structures for each song," Sidran explains. 

"That adds drama and allows a voice as rich as Do-

minique's to come forward." 

Minimalist or not, several arrangements suffer 

from a mix that fails to separate instruments with 

similar tonal qualities. On " Lullaby of Birdland," for 

instance, pianist Fred Hersch, guitarist Peter Leitch, 

and vibist Steve Nelson, fine musicians all, con-

demn themselves to treble hell simply by playing 

together at the same time. The piano sounds bright 

throughout the CD (a distraction on the otherwise 

lovely duet "When the Wind Was Green"), and the 

vibes sound dampered rather than ringing clear. 

But " Moonray" and "The Wind" achieve their 

aims, the first featuring a flute, bass clarinet, vibes, 

bass, and frame drum quintet, the second creating 

a haunting, noirish tableau. On " Ridin' High" Eade 

nails the verse and zips through the tune in an im-

pressive display of chops: she puts a humorous 

spin on "Tea for Two," a duet with bassist James 

Genus, by taking it near warp speed. Everyone 

sounds relaxed on " I'll Take Romance," which gives 

veteran saxophonist Benny Golson a little elbow 

room. But despite Eade's interpretive elegance, 

much of the other material doesn't sustain repeat-

play interest. The medley "Come to the 

Party"/"Something Cool" is a blasé retro vehicle; 

"All About Ronnie," " Intrigue," and "Poor Little Rich 

Girl" just sound old-fashioned. Eade shows an affin-

ity for "The Bad and Beautiful," but I heard the 

sound of musicians reading. Gordon Jenkins' beau-

tiful "Goodbye" is subjected to a choppy arrange-

ment that messes with the chord structure and 

sucks the emotional heft from the song. 

Eade notes that "When the Wind Was Green" 

was "closer to me emotionally than some of the 

other stuff," which underscores this record's central 

problem: Its minimalist quest yields a curiously dis-

passionate artifact. "There are so many records 

that Dominique Eade can make," Ben Sidran points 

out. Better one with less script and more heart. 

—Karen Bennett 

Kenny Wayne 
Shepherd Band 
Trouble Is ... (Revolution) 

K
enny Wayne Shepherd swears he's heard it 
all before—all the skeptical quips about a 

nineteen-year-old naïf playing the blues. After 

all, what does an unworldly teenager truly have to be 

sad about? His defense has become something of 

a credo: " Everyone has feelings and everyone gets 

upset. That's mainly what the blues is about: emo-

tions and hard times. Somebody's crying, 

no matter how old? They've got the blues." 

As you might expect, Shepherd's 

sophomore effort, Trouble Is.. ., puffs its 

chest out mightily, doing its best to be 

grown-up. Also naturally, clear influences 

echo through its beefy, bawdy tones: Trow-

er, Stevie Ray, B. B. King. Try as it might, 

the set still comes off as embryonic, a 

style just starting to gel. 

That said, Trouble Is . . . is still a fairly 

solid effort. Shepherd chooses wisely from 

his twenty-plus guitar collection: a''61 Strat 

for the growling Hendrix cover " I Don't Live 

Today," a Swiss-made custom model (orig-

inally intended for Buddy Guy) on the cluck-

ing " Blue on Black." But his secret weapon 

is gruff-throated vocalist Noah Hunt, who 

only trips up once, attempting a barking up-

date of Dylan's subtly sinister " Everything 

is Broken." The rest of the time-;—particu-

larly on "Blue on Black" and the room-to-

breathe ballad " I Found Love (When I Found 

You)"—the guy hits soulful nots like a 

young Paul Rodgers, complemenfing Shep-

herd's muscular licks. Ex-Talking Ilead Jer-

ry Harrison uses a light postmoden touch 

as producer, punching up the bass while 

leaving plenty of space for the giritarists 

inevitable pyrotechnics. 

But Shepherd is no foo 

his current limitations and 

flows 

verly 

paired himself with pop-savvy songwrit-

ers like Danny Tate and cool cult figure 

Tonio K. And, like most tadpoles, he's 

developing legs and learning to swim at an alarm-

ing rate. Trouble Is . . . travels several strong 

miles down the artistic turnpike from his com-

mercially potent but musically tentative debut, 

Ledbetter Heights. Its one hallmark quality is that 

it doesn't sound forced; it flows, fluid and friend-

ly, the sound of a blues-o-phile coming to terms 

with his addiction and finding the voice to com-

municate it to others. Shepherd may not be at 
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the top of the class quite yet, but in the words of 

his cartoon peers Beavis and Butt-head, " He 

scores, dude!"—Tons Lanham 

Scanner 
Delivery (Rawkus) 

N
o theme is more seductive than alienation. 
From painters of bleak urban scenes to 

drugged-out balladeers, the modern artist 

returns to this bitter well again and again. Plenty of 

great, if depressing, work has resulted, but so has 

a certain predictability. I mean, how many mono-

tone vocals can one listener take in a lifetime? 

Yet there's still room in this gloom for innova-

tion, as Robin Rimbaud proves on his latest album. 

Recorded under his pseudonym Scanner, Delivery 

qualifies for the electronica category by virtue of its 

orchestration. Its differences from the genre lie in 

the unusually sophisticated technique and visen 

Rimbaud brings to the table and in the source of 

his most important samples: real conversations, 

surreptitiously recorded over his radio scanner. Out-

rageous? Of course. An invasion of privacy? Ab-

solutely. But you can't find a better metaphor for 

alienation than the articulation of petty concerns 

within a foreboding musical setting. 

Actually, most of this album is sample-free. The 

dominant texture is strings—spare, elegant pads, 

drawn from Rimbaud's Roland 1V-1080 and often 

juxtaposed against abrupt, heavily gated drums. Yet 
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SERVICES 

1000 CD'S 
as low as 

$899.00* 
Mastering From DAT Included 

CD LABS will master your music 

and put it on CD's for the 

lowest prices in the industry! 

We use the finest Master CD writers 8. 

software to guarantee you the best 

quality available. That's why we are the 

choice of studio professionals for CD 

mastering and replication. 

DELUXE CD PACKAGES 
500 CD's w/4 page/ 4 color inserts ONLY $1195 
1000 CD's w/4 page/ 4 color inserts ONLY $1595 

DELUXE CD/CASSETTE PACKAGES 
500 ea.w/4 color Inserts ONLY $1895 
1000 ea w/4 color Inserts ONLY $2695 

Pnces include glass master, 2 color disc label, Jewel 
boxes, assembly and shrink wrap. 

All prices ere based on customer supplied plate ready film for 

printing of the color Inserts and label graphic imprint. 

We nave lull graphic design service available Including: 

consultation and design. film & proofs for as low as $ 345 Call for 

inform/dice If you need assistance on your graphics. 

SPtCIAL CD SHORT RUN COPYING PROGRAM 10 TO 50 COPIES 

OF YOUR SUPPLIED CO AUDIO OR CD ROM ;OR ONLY 58 99 

EACH INCLUDING JEWEL BOX. 

• HULK PACKED W/2 COLOR GRAPHIl on DIM. ALSO 500 FOR 

iNLY1499. 

CD LABS 
The Sounds of Muelo 

12517 CHANDLER BLVD.. STE. 107 
NO. HOLUM:10D CA. 91607 
505-9581-48001 4 CD LABS 

Support 
The College Fund. 
Call I-800-332-UNCF. 

The College Fund/UNCF 
A mind is a terrible thing to waste. 

SERVICES T-SHIRTS 

ALL SIZES / MANY STYLES: RINGERS, BABY TEES, TANK TOPS, etc. etc. etc. 

CUSTOM TEE SHIRT PRINTING 
Up to 6 
Colors! 

We do Caps di 

Stickers too! 

Deadlines Met! 
plus: designing 

by a famous artist 

TEE SHIRT PRINTING 
CALL 212-253-1070, that's 212-253-1070 
186 Orchard St. NYC 10002 bet. E. Houston di Stanton 

FREE CATALOG 
U.111.• e 

800-999-4283 

• Belden 
• Mogami 
• Canare 
Cable 
Highest Quality 

'Assemblies ' Patch Panels 

'Snake Systems & More! 

Great Prices - In stock 

Unmatched Service! 

HAVE, INC. ogt MU 
pro_sales@haveinc.com 

CD ag CASSETTE 
MANUFACTURING 

FEATURIVG Sourmweses 

Rasr tf ONLY DiGETAL BIN CéssErrE SYSTEM 
1.ARact REAL TM« CAssEnt FAaurd 

Blank C.assettas • Printing • Graphic Design 
One-Off CD-Rs • Digital Mastering Fr Editing 

PACKAGES AVAILABLE: CALL FOR FREE CATALOG! 

CRYSTAL CLEAR SOUND 

1.800180.0073 

DIGITAL FeRCE• 

TOTAL CD, 
CD-ROM, E-CD, 

CASSETTE PRODUCTION 

2 1 2 - 2 5 2 - 9 3 0 0 
www.digitalforce.com 

Feel the "Power of Excellence 
call for POWER PLAY the 
DIGITAL FORCE Sampler 

Studio Reference Disc 

149 MADISON AVENUE NY, NY 10016 

t He 
lionke.YhousE 

Mastering • CD one-offs and small runs • Websitr 
Development • CD and Cassette Duplication 

Real-time cassette duplication on high quality 
chrome tape: 100 20-minute tapes:$85; 

100 50-minute tapes: $ 125 
1000 Retail ready CDs from your master 

recording and camera ready art: $ 1750 
Single CDs as low as $ 15 

(888) MONKEY-5 

C 17 .5 FAA S' 
MASTERING • DESIGN • CD-ROM DEVELOPMENT • CD-PLUS VIDEO 

300 CDs $ 750 
500 CDs S850 

INCLUDES GLASS MASTER. 2 COLOR DISC. JEWEL BO% PACKAGING 

800-DIGIDOC 

CHECK OUT OUR WEB SITE AT. 
WWW.DIGIDOCPRO.COM 
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MUM 

minim and &MU SYMMS Invite you to: 

SAMPLE THIS & WIN! 
I II I I 1 

SENNIIEISER and [- MU SYSTEMS, innovative product leaders in the field of audio technology, invite you to 
_ It's your chance to win a state-of-the-art studio microphone and digital sampling synthesizer - 

a total _ Ten Runners- Up prize winners will each receive a MUSICIAN T-shirt. 

selected at random from all submitted entries will receive the 
a variable- pattern condenser microphone with five switchable pick-up patterns, perfect for any sampling or recording 
application the - a profess'onal sampler that offers the power, performance, superb sound 

quality, advanced synthesis, and ease- of- use that sets today's standards for modern sampling. 

LJ 

Standard MIDI file playback and 16 track scratch pad sequencer 
Expansion ports ( three rear panel and one internal) ( D- ROM's 
1213x oversampling sigma/delta conversion MB s3und RAM 
Voice polyphony ( expandable to 128) 6th order /- plane filters ( 21 types) 
Load whir(' play Onboard Graphic Waveform editing SoundSprint 
Balanced analog outputs Stereo phase locked time compression 
Digital re- sampling SO- pin SCSI port UNDO 

roo p..tchase eecesseo. TO er,rt the SereheweiE.MU Sample Ted iterapsieters ohm rarne..accrew. 
ratee !umber enea, 5- crab. enry one entry pe household. keel ura emote...0.9e 1923 Mleoe. 

-3301.141 At meal must be rerayees• tanusts 31.1998. Not resperabe or lest. ,eraor ersteectlec elves 
:. &lancer. yen.. »a ups Runnersuø rate canee. alit be selected at mere rom up pee., -.d.b.a. oraeirs, 
-etcdce o'er *bet Fewer, 9. 1998. Pees of Wirdling 806,1.1 00 000,0e of enera tdeeere. eilebowe grabber, 
cœry Musket. Wadeable srea we not rattnowedgee or retorted. Alentesoeli boweryralec lee reaped how 

pe of atout February 18. 1998 ...selectee_ retal Value: a) One. peas of re.: era Senr,ese'MICH 
.,arre ,1 one E-MU 05408(1trulete sampler i$27951 era p Wes of Mum,. 1. 
95.100: '_1pen to eli rase, restrants terate U.S. &tote Flonclal an, Ca tee («zee esteents e the thrywce uf 
sq yea e ege ane carat ercept eeswyees at Muss.. faegapne. SPI Ceeernetebeee Seeherser..F.rau 
eb ferekes, respective owners. edhated ',ratite. parents. subsOteres leate-s. ramble% efirersdliera 

tweeters. adents. wdepeetert Cettetafee. Iderdees. excesses asers Of BeCtl. bubble ...sq.., ow, 
-.ca. ... de. regyte,tons 0011 wrare proareraf by ray. No subst.tuton., nee Monts 0,0010•0 arceeraydpow 

tees ate we see resecs.holo e we. weer. ,.. rear/ re .... nner re.st ea, . te I, Wee. 619, et 

SENNHEISER  

MUSICIAN 

MI 80 Product Features 
Switchable pre-attenuation, 

roll- off filter and treble emphasis 
Transformerless and fully 

floating balanced output 
Wide flat frequency response 
LED for on-axis alignment 
Extended low frequency response 
Wide dynamic range 
Exceptionally low inherent self- noise 
Ilermatite-anodized light metal casing 

Be creative with your recording & sampling techniques and 
check out the SENNIFISFR COOL SOUNDS CONTEST on the 
SÉNNIIFISER website ( J. 
[-Mail your custom audio samples for your chance to win 
more great products from DiNg17501! 

Just complete the coupon below and 
send today for your chance to win! 

Ylf! trite, me n the c•rinheiser/C-mu Iweppttake$ and 
stiammem my uub$cription to Musician rifht away! I'll ?et one year of Musician 
(11 issues) for onry $ 19.97. Payment endosed 13ill me 

no, I don't want s,o ( or already do) subscribe to Musician. Just enter me in the Sweepstakes. 

Name:   

Address:   

City:   State:   

Phone ( 
For subscriptions outside the U.S.. postage is $12 additional per year. US funds only please. 

Please allow 641 weeks for dellvery of fifst Issue. 

Send to: MUSICIAN Sernheiser/E-mu Sweepstakes AL7SNS 
1515 Broadway, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10036 



°vies 
o ne good thing about living in New York is that nobody 

cares about you. Maybe that's the way it ,s everywhere, I 

don't know. But there is something great about walking 

down the street looking at all these people who don't look 

back at you. They all have movies running through their heads, subject 

matter unknown. Millions of them play silently, simultaneously, all over 

the city. ( Except for the schizophrenics—their movies have sound.) 

Sometimes I walk slowly down crowd& streets and avenues. I 

mean really slowly; people pass by like I'm a ghost. After a few minutes, 

I feel like Inn living out of time.. The movie playing in my head—how I'm 

going to be so famous that everyone who dislikes me will be perma-

nently embarrassed (for example)—begins to fade. I start to feel good. 

I'm now walking slowly enough so that I can see minute variations in 

the molter between bricks. After twenty feet (twenty seconds) or so, I 

might look straight ahead. An abandoned plastic bag is spinning in an 

interesting pattern, like a human trying to fly.. I cross the street and an 

old lady not mdch higher than her walker passes me on the left. The 

determination t takes just to live a life becomes clear for a moment. 

Walking under the awning of an upscale building, I look to my right 

and see a doorman. Walking at a normal pace, his world woLldn't even 

register. Now, I realize that this shadowed, plant-lined entryway might 

be his domain for 25 years. In the glaring sunlight, an Andean woman 

hands me a discount coupon, sheet. A new ' ife in North America. The 

moments wden; everything seerr s more equal and three-dimensional. 

I can't say for sure that this helps songwriting. But, to quote the 

ancient sages " it car't hurt." Looking at new things can help to guard 

against self-absorption, which can be oeadly in songwrting. Why should 

anyone care about you? ( I was once int.roduced to a woman by a friend. 

He said to her, "You know, Lee is a pianist." She said, " Listen. I've got 

my own proolems.')i Slowing down and I:poking is also a way to practbe 

discovery. To me, the best artists are the ones whose works nave the 

sounc—or kooi<—of some kind of discovery. The discmery doesn't have 

to be explainable; .t can be just a feel ng, or a new erergy 

Once, at the end of a day which was part of an endless stream of 

days working in huge buildings, living in the dismal present and waiting 

'or a barely-hoped-,ror future, I was riding down in the elevator with two 

suit-wearers, one in lh_s fifties, the other in his late twenties.. Young suit-

wearer "How was your day?" Older suit-wearer: "You l<now, it's never 

great" Orie advantage of being an artist is that you can at least enter-

:ain the possibili:y Mat a day can be great, or at least worthy of obser-

vation. VVh-le, Our silent 

side movies are continually 

running the world 

exists, whether we see it or not. To transform that world into art, it 

might hap to take a long, slow look at it first.—Lee Feldman 

Contributors: Lee Feldman is a pianist, singer, and songwriter in 

Brooklyn. New Yórk. His debut album, Living It All Wrong. was released 

on Rya/Mercury Fast October. 

Writing songs can be as easy—or as hard— 
as walking and listening. T
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guitars 
In the beginning, all guitars were made in much the same way. 

Maple and mahogany met rosewood or ebony, and so it was. 

The necks proved too weak to stand up to the stress 

of strings, so the truss rod was born, and it was good. 

Except that one guita- sounded rather like the next. 

Gone was the vibrant, individual tone. Gone was, well, the individual. 

Much time passed, and the land was abundant with, 

shall we say, similar things. Enter Genesis. An entirely 
new way to think about guitar. 

A central graphite section inside the neck 

carries all :he string tension. 

Offlimi 

We can now choose neck wood for tone, not j_st 

strength. Soma, cedar, alder and soft maple each 

bring unique character to the tone of the guitar. 

Dial in just the right amount of bow in tie 

neck to suit your individual touci aid 

technique with our new neck-relief system. 

Beautiful? Yes. Innovative? Certainly. Wicked? 
You be the judge. Experience Genesis. 

A new sound is born. 

Modulus Guitars 
8 Digital Drive Suite 101 Novato CA 94949 
(415) 884-2300 fax: (415) 884-2373 www.moclulusguitars co' ,' 

Modulus is committed to the use of independently- certified. ecologically ,ill\twilA,le 
woods in all its instruments. 

1' tbymeu 
OCiS\Ss 

(3q  



We've been listening to you. 

We've heard what you said. 

Now come and hear the results. 
Welcome to a dynamic revolutior. Smnheiser's Evolution Series 

introduces rempletely r ew standaros.of microphone 

performance at remarkably afforoable pri -es. 

Meeting every possible requirement — froinvocals tc 

acoustic instruments percussion and instrument amplification — 

the Evolution Series has oeen created after extensive research 

into the needs of today'smusician. These r?.markable 

microphones represent our state-of-the-e. responseto your 

explicit demands fcr superior performance. reliability and value. 

Evolution combines Sennheiser's immense experience in 

microphone design with the latest advances in manufacturing 

and material -.echnologiei. 

G Amazing SPLiim excess of 150dB mall models. 
G Outstanding feedback rejection. 

G Advanced shock-mount design minimizes handling noise. 

G Rugged road- roof construction. 

G Designed 2 rdi bu It in Cermany. 

...and they sound great! 

Dynamic microphones will never be the same. Visit your 

Sennheiser dealer and experience the Evolution revolution. 

volution 
The Mkrophone Series 

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, 1 Enterprise Drive, PO Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371. Tel: 86o-434-919c. Fax: 86o-434-175s. Web: http://www.sennhe serusa.com 
Sennheiser Mexico: Av. Xola 613, Ph-16, :01. Del Valle 03-0o, Mexico, DF. Tel: (523) 639-0956. Fax: (5151 639, 9482. Sennheiser Canade: 121 LabrossE Aoe, Pte-: larde FQ H 9R 153. Tel: 514-426-3013. Fax mg-426-3953. 




